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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Justification of Study
The community college is the  fastest growing educational institution 
in the United States today. It is part of "a $10-billion-a-year national 
industry," for two-year colleges now have an annual enrollment of 
approximately 11.5 million students, full-tim e and part-tim e, in credit 
and non-credit courses.^ Of the more than 1200 tw o-year institutions 
in 1981, over 900 were public community/junior c o l l e g e s .^  That same 
year these institutions enrolled more than 50 percent of all first- and 
second-year college students.-^ By fall of 1983, th a t figure had increased 
to 60 percent.^
In sp ite  of the community college's size and im portance in higher 
education, its advocates have been perturbed for many years by what 
they perceive to be a major institutional problem: an unclear or weak
identity w ith the general public, with those in higher education, and with
1 "Notes on...Community Colleges," CHE, September 8, 1982, p. 3.
2 David W. Breneman and Susan C. Nelson, Financing Community 
Colleges: An Economic Perspective (Washington, D.C.: Brookings
Institution, 1981), p. vii.
^ Dale Parnell, Some Tough Questions About Community Colleges 
(Washington, D.C.: AAWCJC, 1982), p. 15.
^ Janice Castro, "Education: Back to First Principles," Time,
September 19, 1983, p. 60.
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9its  own faculty m em bers.^ The general public is confused about the  
n a tu re  o f  the com m unity college and its role in higher education. Almost 
h a lf  th e  adults surveyed in a 1981 Gallup poll thought the "primary 
function" of the community college was to  provide academ ic (transfer) 
education.*’ Their perception was in sharp contrast to the "primary
^ Ken August Brunner, "Historical Development of the  Junior College 
Philosophy," JCJ (April 1970), pp. 30-34; Joseph Cosand, "Who Will Make 
th e  Decisions?", Community College Review, 10, No. 4 (Spring 1983), 24- 
29; Judith  S. E aton , "Judging Community Colleges: Look at Student
Success," CJCJ (Septem ber 1982), pp. 16-21, 45; Marvin J . Feldman, "The 
C om m unity College Comes of Age," Educational Record, 63, No. 2 (Spring 
1982), 26-28; Edmund J . Gleazer, "Coats O ff by the Two-Year College," 
J C J  (May 1957), pp. 515-520; Edmund J. G leazer, "The Junior College 
-  Bigger! B etter?", JC J  (May 1958), pp. 484-87; Edmund J . Gleazer, 
"Now to  Achieve the Goals," JC J (May 1972), pp. 20-26; Edmund J. 
G leazer, "So Far, So Good," JC J (May 1981), pp. 11-13; Don J. Hagen, 
"Im age of Junior College Education," JC J (February 1962), pp. 309-313; 
David M. Jones, "Applied Expertise -  A Redefinition of Research in 
C om m unity Colleges," C JC J (September 1982), pp. 40-42; Henry W. 
L ittle f ie ld , "C ritical Issues Facing Am erica's Junior Colleges," JC J (March 
1961), pp. 361-64; Henry W. L ittlefield , "On Increasing Understanding of 
Jun io r Colleges," JC J  (December 1960), pp. 181-82; William R. Majors, 
"Com m unity College Faculty: Unwanted Stepchildren or Accepted
M em bers of the Academ ic Family?", The H istory Teacher (August 1974), 
pp. 575-87; Leland R. Medsker, "Community College Education," 
Encyclopedia of Educational Research (4th ed.: New York: MacMillan,
1969), pp. 173-184; Carlos Moore, "The Image of the Junior College," 
J C J  (December 1962), pp. 195-97; Doyce B. Nunis, J r. and Richard M. 
Bossone, "The Junior College's Search for an Educational Identity," JC J  
(N ovem ber 1962), pp. 21-24; Robert Palinchak, Evolution of the Community 
C ollege (Metuchen, N .J.: Scarecrow Press, 1973)1 "New Priorities for
C om m unity Colleges," AAHE Bulletin (February 1982), pp. 9-10; William 
F . Shawl, "Are We Collegiate?" CJCJ (November 1982), p. 11; Roger 
Y arring ton , "Interpreting the Mission," C JC J (October 1980), pp. 6-10; 
R obert B. Young, "The Identity Crisis of the  Community College," JHE 
(M ay/June 1977), pp. 333-42,
6 Gallop O rganization, Inc, A Gallop Study of the  Image of and 
A ttitu d e s  Toward Am erica's Community and Junior Colleges (Princeton,
New Jersey, 1981), p. 17.
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function" indicated by enrollment patterns: in 1981 alm ost tw o-thirds of 
community college students were enrolled in occupational-technical 
programs, not academ ic (transfer) ones.^ Like the general public, those 
within higher education often know little  about the community college® 
and sometimes care  even less, regarding it as "not a . . . 'rea l' c o l le g e " ^  
or as an "overblown high school and trade school."*® Perhaps most 
disturbing of all, even some community college faculty and s ta ff are 
unaware of or are uncom m itted to the articu lated  goals of the 
institution.-*-* Indeed, as these goals have proliferated  to the point where
7 Parnell, Some Tough Questions, p. 18.
® Clyde E. Blocker, Robert H. Plummer, and Robert C. Richardson, 
Jr ., The Two-Year College: A Social Synthesis (Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice-H all, 1965), pp. 64-5; Arthur M. Cohen and Florence Brawer, 
The American Community College (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1982),
p. 28.
9 Carl Jencks and David Riesman, The Academic Revolution, 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1968), p. 483.
1® Edwin K iester, Jr, "Community Colleges: Innovation or
Gimmickry?", Saturday Review World, February 9, 1974, p. 60.
** Blocker, Plummer and Richardson, p. 160; Cohen and Brawer, 
The American Community College, p. 68; Henry Ebel and Morton Margules, 
"Status in Higher Education: The Pyramid Is Inverted," CHE, April 6,
1981, p. 64; Roger H. Garrison, Junior College Faculty: Issues and
Problems (Washington, D.C.: AAJC, 1967), p. 76; Edmund J . Gleazer,
"Now to Achieve the Goals," JC J  (May 1972), p. 22; Larry L. Leslie, 
"Acceptance of the Community College Philosophy Among Faculty of 
Two-Year Institutions," Educational Administration (Spring 1973), p. 58; 
Henry W. L ittlefield , "On Increasing Understanding of Junior Colleges," 
JC J (December 1980), p. 182; Leland R. Medsker, "The Test Is Yet to 
Come," A Day a t Santa Fe (Gainesville: Santa Fe Junior College, 1971), 
p. 139; B ette Slutsky, "What is College For?", Responding to New Missions, 
ed. Myron A. Marty, New D irections for Community Colleges, No. 24 
(San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1978), p. 10.
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they now encompass alm ost every kind of program and type of student, 
some community college faculty have reacted  "first with dismay, then 
with apathy or even antagonism.'1^
Lack of a c learcut institutional identity probably worked to  the 
advantage of the community college during the 1950s and 1960s when 
this institu tion was beginning its rise to  prominence on the  education 
horizon. Described in 1947 by the President's Commission on Higher 
Education as an institution whose "purpose" was to provide "educational 
service to the entire com m unity ,"^  the community cbllege was able to 
use this rubric as a rationale for offering any course or program  desired 
by the community in which it was located. In these e ffo rts  the community 
college was aided by its position as a new educational institution 
unhampered by long-held public conceptions of its appropriate purposes 
and activ ities. Another aid was a period of national economic prosperity 
during which abundant funding was available for the community college 
to o ffer alm ost anything to anybody. During this tim e the community 
college found itself being all things to  all people as it offered diverse 
kinds of educational services to the public.
Today's economic conditions, however, no longer are so conducive 
to  such program m atic growth and development. Taxpayers are re luctan t
12 Cohen and Brawer, The American Community College, p. 68.
1^ President's  Commission on Higher Education, Higher Education 
for American Democracy, Vol. I, Establishing the Goals (New York; 
Harper Brothers, 1947), p. 67.
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to pay fo r duplication o f educational services, and legislators support 
state  financing formulas which simply do not perm it the kind and level 
of program  expansion desired by some leaders of the community c o lle g e .^  
During the present economic period, the lack of a strong institutional 
identity may hamper the  community college financially. If the general 
public does not understand the institution 's missions and goals, it may 
be less willing to support the community college through taxes and private 
contributions. If prospective students do not perceive the distinctive 
strengths of the community college, they may be reluctan t to a ttend  it. 
If o ther educators do no t comprehend the role of the community college 
in higher education, they may not encourage public support of or student 
a ttendance a t the institu tion. Finally and most im portant, if legislators 
do not understand w hat the community college is and how it differs from 
other colleges, they may not provide the funding necessary for the 
institution to maintain its distinctive role in public education.-*--’
The community college is not the  only educational institution whose
I** David W. Breneman and Susan C. Nelson, "Financing Community 
Colleges: The Brookings Study," C JC J (May 1981), p. 14.
15 Billy O. Boyles, "Views of the Purse-String Holders," Improving 
Relations with the Public, eds. Louis W. Bender and Benjamin R. Wyzol, 
New Directions for Community Colleges, No. 20 (San Francisco: Jossey- 
Bass, W inter 1977), p.63; Fred H. Bremer and Floyd S. Elkins, "Private 
Financial Support of Public Community Colleges," JC J (September 1965), 
pp. 16-19; Nan S. Hutchinson, "Three Images," JC J (September 1963), pp. 
12-15; S. V. Martorana and James K. Broomall, "S ta te , Federal Lawmakers 
Must H ear from Colleges," C JC J (March 1983), pp. 18-20; Leland R. 
Medsker, "The Test Is Y et to Come," pp. 135-49; Frank Mensel, "Congress 
Wants College Facts," C JC J (March 1983), pp. 10-11; Mark K. Winter, 
"Exemplary Sampler," C JC J (November 1982), pp. 8-9.
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financial future may be affected  by its lack of a strong identity . Thelin^® 
argues tha t "private colleges . . . may face a ttr itio n  if they do not 
succeed in transm itting  a special identity  to students and prospective 
applicants." In particu lar, "the invisible colleges," small (less than a 
thousand students), p rivate institutions having "m oderately selective or 
unselective admissions policies," face  severe financial d ifficulties because 
of th e ir unclear im age with prospective s tu d e n ts .^  Public land-grant 
universities are also searching for th e ir special identity in today 's society 
and seeking ways to  strengthen th e ir funding base through stronger 
e x te rn a l relations.-*-® However, of all the  public educational institutions, 
the  community college may be the m ost likely to su ffer from the fiscal 
conservatism  of to d ay 's  taxpayers and legislators since this institution is 
the  newest and leas t well-known by the general public-*-^ and the "decision 
makers."^®
This fiscal conservatism  may well be the force which brings about 
a stronger identity fo r the community college. In deference to re luctan t
John R. Thelin, "Beyond the  Factory  Model: New Strategies for 
Institu tional Evaluation," College and University. 51, No. 2 (Winter 1976), 
164.
17 Alexander W. Astin and Calvin B. T. Lee, The Invisible College 
(New York: McGraw Hill, 1972), p. xi.
1® Malcolm Moos, The Post-Land G rant University: The University 
o f Maryland R eport (University of Maryland, 1981).
1^ John K. Folger, "Community Colleges and Legislative Relations," 
C JC J  (April 1976), p. 160
20 ’'Meet Dale Parnellj" Change (July/August 1981), p. 36.
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taxpayers and the "restrictive financing"2 -^ imposed by most s ta te  funding 
policies, the community college will have to choose certain  missions over 
o thers. In so doing, it will be clarifying its institutional identity  as it 
declares which missions it will undertake and which ones it will no t.
In choosing certain  missions over others, the  community college 
may move in several possible institutional directions, including the 
following:
1. Comprehensive Community College -  The 
institu tion may continue in its present 
course as a comprehensive institution, 
giving equal emphasis to academ ic 
(transfer), occupational-technical, and 
community service program.
2. Academically O riented Two-Year College 
- The institution may become a more 
academ ically oriented two-year college, 
com m itting most of its resources to  its 
degree-granting programs in both 
academ ic (transfer) and occupational- 
technical education while minimizing
community service activities. In
addition, it would have a general
education core curriculum  required of all 
students.
3. Community-Based Learning C enter - The 
institu tion may evolve into a community- 
based learning cen te r, which emphasizes 
lifelong learning and the  part-tim e, adult 
learner, deemphasizes the form al 
s tru c tu re  of credit hours and courses, and 
serves as a "nexus" or center of a 
com m unity learning network where the 
s tuden t is linked up with someone or
Breneman and Nelson, Financing Community Colleges, p. 215.
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someplace th a t can teach him what he 
w ants to k n o w .2 2
This last direction is the one advocated by Edmund G leazer, president 
o f the American Association of Community and Junior C olleges (AACJC) 
for tw enty-three years and acknowledged as "the leading spokesman of 
the  community college m ovem en t."^  G leazer has delineated this vision 
o f the  community college in numerous a rtic les  and books, but especially 
in his most recen t book, The Community College; Values, Vision, and 
V itality. Many community college presidents also support th is vision and 
consequently w ant "public support . . . for virtually any educational
activ ity ."24
A fourth direction has also been projected for the com m unity college: 
Postsecondary Occupational Training C enter. Such an institu tion would 
concentrate  upon occupational training, often in cooperation with 
industrial establishm ents, and have very lim ited offerings in th e  humanities 
and social and natural s c ie n c e s .^
In one sense, the community college has been moving in th is  direction 
since the last decade. During the late 1950s and early 1960s, the majority 
o f community college students enrolled in academic (transfer) programs.
22 Breneman and Nelson, Financing Community Colleges, pp. 212-
215.
23 "Who’s Who in Higher Education," Change (February 1975), p. 28
24 Breneman and Nelson, Financing Community C olleges, p. 15.
23 Arthur M. Cohen and Florence Brawer, The Two-Year College 
Instructor Today (New York: Praeger, 1977), p. 99.
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For exam ple, in 1965, 87 percent of the students were enrolled in the 
liberal a rts . During th is period the  community college, although offering 
a com prehensive program of academ ic, occupational-technical, and 
community service activ ities and/or courses, was in many ways like a 
junior college, an institution whose prim ary academ ic purpose is to  prepare 
students fo r four-year or senior institu tions. However, during the  1970s 
curricular enrollm ent patterns began to  shift as s tuden ts began to question 
the value o f liberal a rts  education and as the job m arket began to tigh ten  
except for people trained in the new tech n o lo g ies .^  Enrollm ent in 
occupational-technical programs increased dram atically  so th a t in the  fall 
of 1981, 63 percent of the students enrolled fo r credit in community 
colleges w ere enrolled in occupational-technical p ro g ram s.^  To many 
adm inistrators and faculty , this enrollm ent trend  is of great concern. 
They fear continued growth in occupational-technical programs will cause 
the com m unity college to  become a technical in s titu te  or postsecondary 
occupational training cen te r ra th e r than  what it  presently is in most 
sta tes: a comprehensive, educational institution which offers a balanced 
curriculum w ith programs in academ ic (transfer) education, occupational- 
technical education, and community s e rv ic e .^
26 R obert F. Baron, "The Change from Transfer to Career Education 
a t Community Colleges in the 1970s," Com m unity/Junior College Research 
Quarterly (O ctober-D ecem ber 1982), p. 73.
27 P arnell, Some Tough Q uestions, p. 18
28 John J . Connolly, "Community Colleges in th e  1980s," Educational
17
The specific institutional direction chosen by the nation 's community 
colleges will be determ ined by a number of factors, with economic 
considerations p redom inating .^  Another significant fac to r will be the 
role a particu lar s ta te  w ants its community colleges to play in the s ta te 's  
overall system of higher education. For example, in Virginia a system 
of community colleges was established by the state  in 1966 to extend 
educational opportunities for postsecondary education. Financed almost 
entirely by the s ta te , the tw enty-three community colleges known as the 
Virginia Community College System (VCCS) offer programs in three major 
areas: academic (transfer), occupational-technical, and community
service. Although the colleges are comprehensive in their program 
offerings, their "principal emphasis . . .  is occupational-technical 
ed u ca tio n ."^  Presently in Virginia th e re  seems to be increasing 
pressure to further em phasize the occupational-technical program 
component, possibly a t the expense of the academic (transfer) program. 
The November 23, 1982, issue of the Times-Herald reported th a t a proposal 
has been made to change the  tuition s tru c tu re  a t the s ta te 's  community 
co lle g e s .^  Virginia residents attending a  community college pay tuition
(cont.)
Record (Fall 1981), p. 39.
29 Breneman and Nelson, Financing Community Colleges, pp. 195- 
215; Young, p. 341.
30 S ta te  Council fo r Higher Education in Virginia, Virginia's Plan 
for Higher Education - 1981, Vol. I (1981), p. 78.
31 "2-Year Colleges Face Tuition Change," The Times-Herald 
Virginia , November 24, 1982, p. 14.
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equivalent to 20 percen t of the cost of their college instruction. The 
plan being proposed by the State Council of Higher Education in Virginia, 
the coordinating body for all public higher education in Virginia, would 
change this rate so th a t students in the academic (transfer) programs 
would pay 25 percent while students in occupational-technical programs 
would s till pay only 20 percent. Adoption of this plan by Virginia's 
General Assembly might seem to indicate tha t the s ta te  government 
wants Virginia's community colleges to  move in the institu tional direction 
of Postsecondary Occupational Training C enters.
Another indication th a t the s ta te  wants Virginia's community 
colleges to increase the ir emphasis on the occupational-technical program 
component may be the appointment of the System's la te s t chancellor, 
Dr. Johnas Hockaday. Appointed in July 1983, Hockaday is a strong 
advocate of "high technology education and retraining for the  unemployed." 
However, he also believes that "community colleges should stay 
comprehensive in their nature. We can do o ther things while retraining."-^
As p art of a s ta te  system , Virginia's community colleges must follow 
the direction pointed out to them by the s ta te . However, those deciding 
the d irection would do well to consider a number of factors before making 
this decision. One such factor is faculty preferences fo r present and 
proposed institutional directions.
52 "More High-Tech Training Predicted," The Daily P ress Virginia
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Purpose
The present study was designed to  determ ine VCCS faculty 
p references for the four possible institutional directions outlined in this 
chapter and to  explore possible relationships between specific  faculty 
charac te ris tic s  and faculty preferences for these  institutional directions. 
Also investigated  were VCCS faculty’s perceptions of institu tional and 
System-wide commitment o f resources to program  areas and perceptions 
of their own influence in determ ining institu tional and System directions. 
The resu lts  o f this study w ill be used to c larify  w hether or not community 
college facu lty  support the broad institu tional directions envisioned by 
community college leaders in their e ffo rts  to  instill a strong identity for 
this institu tion .
S tatem ent of Problem
(1) What are the  p references of VCCS faculty  for the  institutional 
directions of Academically O riented Two-Year College, Community-Based 
Learning C en ter, Comprehensive Community College, and Postsecondary 
Occupational Training C en ter?  and (2) What facu lty  ch arac te ris tic s  a ffec t 
faculty preferences for each of the institu tional directions?
Theoretical Rationale
The im portance of facu lty  support for an institu tion 's basic mission 
or choice o f direction is m ade c lea r in Burton C lark 's work on institutional
(cont.)
, July 2, 1983, p. 3.
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or "organizational s a g a . " 3 3  Developing his concept of organizational saga 
from his research on the  histories of th ree  p rivate  colleges (Reed, Antioch, 
and Swarthmore), C lark determ ined th a t over the years an institution 
develops a saga, "a unified set of publically expressed beliefs about the 
formal group tha t (a) is rooted in history, (b) claim s unique 
accom plishm ent, and (c) is held with sen tim en t by the g r o u p . " 3 4  In o ther 
words, a form al group or organization develops a sort of "embellished" 
history which becomes th e  group's "definition" of the  institution, "a 
definition full of pride and id en tity "^  for the institu tion 's members.
A saga is developed in two stages: initiation and fulfillm ent. The 
initiation stage  requires a leader with "a strong purpose" who can inspire 
others w ith his vision o f the future. This leader must then find an 
appropriate setting for the  im plem entation o f his vision. "A setting th a t 
is open, or can be opened, to  a special e ffo rt"  is best. Such a setting 
is typically found in an "autonomous new organization," one "in a crisis 
or decay," or a stable one simply ready fo r ch an g e .^
N ot only does the leader need an appropriate setting, he also needs 
the support of key e lem en ts in the organization if the saga is to a tta in
33 Burton R. Clark, "The O rganizational Saga in Higher Education," 
Governing Academic Organizations, eds. Gary Riley and Victor Baldridge 
(Berkeley: McCutchan Publishing, 1977), pp. 99-109.
34 C lark, p. 100.
33 C lark, p. 99.
36 Clark, pp. 102-3.
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fulfillm ent and endure. In an educational organization, these  key elem ents 
are the following:
1. the personnel or senior facu lty
2. the program or any highly distinctive or 
unique p rac tices of the college, such as 
a special grading system
3. the social base or those people outside 
of the institu tion who a re  "devoted" to  
it, people such as the alumni
4. the student subculture or student body
5. the imagery of the saga or "ways of 
sharing memory and symbolizing the 
institution" such as through special 
ceremonies or traditions.37
Of these five elem ents, three are "groups of believers" -- the senior 
faculty, the  alumni, and the  students. According to C lark , the senior 
faculty or personnel are the most im portant element, fo r these people 
are the ones who must "become com m itted" to the vision of their 
educational leader if it is to  endure. Ju st how im portant their support 
is becomes c lear when Clark asserts: "When they are hostile  to a new 
idea, its attenuation is likely; when they are  passive, its success is weak; 
and when they are devoted to  it, a saga is probable."3® Without true 
faculty support a new direction for an institu tion would have little  chance 
of success, while an existing direction m ight flounder because faculty 
are not genuinely com m itted to it.
37 Clark, pp. 104-7.
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Although Clark's concept of institutional saga derived from his study 
of individual, private educational institutions, it may provide a conceptual 
lens through which to  view a specific type of educational institution, 
such as the community college. Certainly leaders within the community 
college have acknowledged the importance of a t least one fac to r in 
C lark 's theory of institutional saga: faculty com m itm ent to the goals
of th e ir institution.-^ In the 1960s Blocker, Plummer, and Richardson 
s ta ted , "Community colleges must have a faculty of well-qualified teachers 
who understand the place and functions of community colleges and who 
are dedicated to this type of education.''^8 Commenting in the early 
1970s about an unpublished study which indicated a lack of support by 
community college personnel for "many of the less trad itional functions 
of the comprehensive community college,"41 Medsker said:
It may be, of course, th a t a study of a ttitudes 
in any type of educational institution would reveal 
no g rea ter degree of harmony than was indicated 
by the study of community colleges. But since 
the functions, programs, and services of the 
community college are so diverse, it is 
particularly essential th a t those who work in it 
accept the goals which society in general sees 
for the institution . . . .  In fac t, one finds it 
difficult to  believe th a t the community college 
can realize its potential unless there  is a
(cont.'
58 Clark, pp. 104-106.
Leslie, p. 50.
Blocker, Plummer, and Richardson, p. 141. 
Medsker, p. 139.
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com plete com m itm ent on the part of the s ta ff  
to a new and d ifferen t type of institution . . . .42
Gleazer expressed a sim ilar viewpoint when he said:
U ltim ately the  goals of the  institution are 
translated  in the  classrooms, and shops, and 
laboratories. . . . The faculty of the  community 
college in the fu ture, by th e ir very perceptions 
of what the college should do and be, will have 
a great deal to do with what that college 
becomes. S tatem ents of purpose by the board 
and proclam ations — no m atte r how inspirational 
— by the president about the work of the college 
will be of little  e ffe c t unless shared by the people 
who partic ipate  most intim ately in the learning 
s itu a tio n .^
Although ignoring the e ffec t th a t other groups such as students and alumni 
can have upon the future of an educational institution, G leazer's  words 
are typ ical of those within th e  community college who s ta te  th a t faculty 
com m itm ent to  their institu tion 's stated purposes is v ital if the  institution 
is to  achieve these purposes.
In the ir study of the tw o-year college instructor, Cohen and Brawer 
not only acknowledge the  centrality of faculty to an educational 
in s titu tio n ^  but also link faculty aw areness of and com m itm ent to 
institu tional goals with image -- both self and collective. Because the 
community college "has shifted roles repeatedly during and markedly
42 Medsker, p. 141.
43 Edmund J. G leazer, "To Deliver on the  Promise - The Central 
Issue," A Day a t Santa Fe (Gainesville: Santa Fe Junior College, 1971), 
p. 4.
44 Cohen and Brawer, The Two-Year College Instructor Today, p. x.
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during the tenure of many currently  practicing instructors," faculty are 
no longer sure of their in stitu tion 's  purposes nor of their own roles in 
the institution. "Consequently the  qroup as a whole m aintains an indistinct 
self-im age and projects an unclear collective picture to o u ts id e rs ."^
Nunis and Possone also link faculty support of institu tional purposes 
to  the image or identity o f the  community college. Questioning whether 
faculty of academ ic (transfer) subjects and faculty of occupational- 
technical subjects could share th e  same perspective about "the multiple 
purposes" of the  com m unity/junior college, they concluded th a t faculty 
members' conflicting viewpoints about purposes could only "contribute to 
the institu tion 's confused s ta te  of id e n tity ." ^
Thus the  issues of institu tional identity and facu lty  support of 
institutional missions and directions become intertw ined. If those within 
the institution, especially those defined as being "at the core"^7 of it, 
are unclear about their role within the institution as well as their 
institu tion 's role in higher education, how then can the institu tion itse lf 
project a c lear image or identity  to "outsiders" -- the general public, 
prospective students and the s ta te  leaders who determ ine a public 
institution 's financing?
45 Cohen and Brawer, The Two-Year College Instructor Today, p. 40.
46 Doyce 8 . Nunis, J r . and Richard M. Bossone, "The Junior College's 
Search for an Educational Identity ," JC J (November 1962), p. .124.
47 Cohen and Brawer, The Two-Year College Instructor Today, p. x.
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Therefore, those who a re  concerned about the lack o f a strong 
identity for the  community college should concern themselves w ith faculty 
a ttitudes tow ard proposed directions for the  comunity college, since 
faculty  support for a given direction seems v ita l for a strong institutional 
identity . For example, although many community college leaders support 
G leazer's vision of the community college as a community-based learning 
cen te r emphasizing lifelong learning and community services, a t least one 
study shows facu lty  support fo r certain aspects of this vision is less than 
enthusiastic.^® Thus, efforts  by national community college leaders to 
move the community college in this direction may well be doomed to 
failure if community college faculty  do not support such a move.
In examining faculty a ttitu d es  towards institutional missions, present 
and proposed, o f  the community college, one finds that certa in  faculty 
characteris tics  seem to a ffe c t faculty support for these missions. For 
exam ple, Leslie studied the acceptance o f the community college 
philosophy among faculty m em bers of tw o-year institutions and found 
th a t  faculty w ithout the PhD w ere more accepting of community service 
goals and the community college philosophy than were faculty with the 
PhD. He also found that younger faculty and vocational-technical faculty 
w ere more likely to support th e  community college philosophy than were 
o lder faculty and faculty in th e  academic (transfer) p ro g ram s .^  Other
4® P atric ia  R. Cross, "Community Colleges on the P la teau ,"  3HE 
(March/April 1981), pp. 113-23.
49 Leslie, p. 61.
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studies have indicated that faculty  in academ ic (transfer) program s can 
be less understanding about the  background of community college 
s tu d e n ts^  or  hostile toward vocational-technical ed u ca tio n ^  or fearful 
th a t the community college is becoming a technical sch o o l^  or simply 
desirous of a m ore academic orientation in the institution.-*^ Furtherm ore, 
somB of the faculty  who have been teaching in the community college 
since the 1950s or early 1960s when it was prim arily enrolling transfer- 
level students have trouble accepting the enrollm ent shifts to occupational- 
technical programs.-*^ Thus the variables of age, highest academ ic degree 
held, primary program area in which teaching, and length of tim e teaching 
in the community college seem to  be related to  certain  faculty a ttitudes 
toward institu tional directions. It is possible that o ther faculty 
characteristics such as previous teaching experience in different kinds of 
educational institutions may also have a bearing upon faculty preferences 
for certain institutional directions.
50 Howard B. London, The Culture of a Community College (New 
York: Praeger Press, 1978).
51 Norman L. Friedman, "Comprehensiveness and Higher Education: 
A Sociologist's View of Public Junior College Trends," AAUP Bulletin 
(Winter 1966), pp. 417-23.
52 Connolly, p. 39.
55 Blocker, Plummer, and Richardon, p. 135; London, p. 135.
-*^  Cohen and Brawer, The Two-Year College Instructor Today, p. 
103; Connolly, p. 39.
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In examining the relationship of faculty  charac te ris tic s  to 
preferences fo r certain  institu tional directions fo r the community college, 
one must be aware of the g rea t demographic diversity of community 
college faculty . For exam ple, they are fa r  more apt to vary among 
themselves in academ ic backgrounds and professional experiences than 
are faculty in a four-year college or university.-’-’ While alm ost all 
faculty a t a four-year institu tion  have advanced study beyond the m aster's  
degree and many possess the  doctorate, th e  academ ic background of 
community college faculty is fa r  more varied. While most o f the faculty  
possess a m aster's  degree, some faculty in the  occupational-technical 
programs may possess only an associate or a bachelor's degree. D octoral 
degrees are the  exception ra th e r than th e  rule. The professional 
experiences of community college faculty prio r to their teaching a t the 
community college also vary widely. Community college faculty  may 
have had previous teaching experience in secondary schools, in vocational- 
technical or proprietary schools, or in senior institutions. Community 
college faculty in some o f the occupational-technical program s may have 
had work experience in th e ir teaching field. For example, an instructor 
of air conditioning repair may have worked as an air conditioning repair 
man awhile before joining the  community college as a faculty  member.
Such a diverse group of faculty  may well hold diverse opinions about 
the future of the  educational institution in which they teach . As decision
55 Cohen and Brawer, The American Community College, p. 66.
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makers a t e ith e r the sta te  or local level determ ine the future institutional 
direction for community colleges within th e ir domain, it is im portant for 
them to be aw are of faculty  opinions about proposed directions. For 
example, in Virginia the G eneral Assembly should become cognizant of 
the degree to which VCCS facu lty  support the  Assembly's apparent e ffo rts  
to  identify Virginia's com m unity colleges prim arily with occupational- 
technical education. Faculty who desire ano ther identity for the VCCS 
will not be supportive of the  Assembly's e ffo r ts  nor of the possible e ffec t 
of these e ffo rts  - -  the turning of the V irginia's comprehensive community 
colleges into institutions which are prim arily postsecondary occupational 
training cen ters. A lack of unified faculty com m itm ent to the intended 
or actual d irection of the VCCS may adversely affect the identity of 
the community college in Virginia: it m ay appear to outsiders (the
general public, prospective students, and s ta te  decision makers, including 
the legislature) as an institu tion fuzzy in focus and/or torn by internal 
dissension.
In addition, those who determ ine th e  institutional direction of 
Virginia's community colleges may find it useful to learn of possible 
relationships betw een some specific faculty  characteristics and faculty 
members' p references for institutional directions for the VCCS. 
Information about such relationships may be useful in future hiring 
decisions.^  For example, if the  VCCS wishes to move in the direction
Eaton, p. 21
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of postsecondary occupational training center, it may find it advisable 
to  hire faculty with the characteristics re lated  to support of this direction. 
Definition of Terms
In this study the term s below shall be defined as follows! 
Institutional Direction; The intended goal toward which the VCCS 
(representing the institution of the community college in Virginia) is 
moving. For example, if  one says th a t the VCCS is moving in the 
institu tional direction of postsecondary occupational training cen ter, then 
one is saying the VCCS's intended institutional goal is for Virginia's 
community colleges to become primarily postsecondary occupational 
training centers.
Comprehensive Community College, Academically Oriented Two- 
Year College, Community-Based Learning C enter, and Post-secondary 
O ccupational Training C enter are defined as s ta ted  on pages fourteen 
and fifteen .
Institutional Identity: The dominant image/impression/understanding 
held about an institution by its members and the general public.
General Hypothesis
The heterogeneity of VCCS faculty negatively affects their 
unanimity for any one institutional direction desired by national and s ta te  
community college leaders.
Sample and Data Gathering Procedures
The population for this study was all full-tim e teaching faculty in 
the  VCCS. For the 1982-83 academ ic year, the number was 1913. To
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ensure a rep resen tative sample size a t  the .05 percent confidence l e v e l , 57 
323 of these faculty were system atically selected for the study a fte r 
first being s tra tified  along the variable of institutional size. Those 
selected for the  sample received a survey questionnaire, primarily asking 
them to rank order their preferences for the four institutional directions 
discussed in this chapter and requesting information about specified faculty 
characteristics.
Organization of Study
In th is chapter a general introduction to the identity problem of 
the community college and to the relationship of faculty to this problem 
has been presented. The purpose of the  study, s ta tem en t of the  problem, 
general hypothesis, definitions of term s, and sample and data gathering 
procedures have also been included. In Chapter 2 the relevant literatu re  
is reviewed. Procedures used to gather the data are  described in Chapter
3. Data analysis is provided in Chapter 4. Finally, in C hapter 5 a 
summary o f the study, conclusions, and implications for future research 
are provided.
57 Isadore Newman, "Basic Procedures in Conducting Survey 
Research" (Akron: University of Akron, 1973), pp. 21-22.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Summary of Rationale
Burton C lark 's work on organizational saga indicates the im portance 
of faculty  support for an institu tion 's goals. Such support is v ita l, not 
only for its positive e ffec t upon institu tional m orale, but also for its  
e f fe c t  upon institutional identity . Faculty support of goals se t by the 
institu tion 's leader(s) is essen tial to the  developm ent of a strong 
organizational saga, which then becomes a "definition" of the institution, 
and "a definition full of pride and identity"! fo r th e  institu tion 's members. 
The creation of an organizational saga helps define or c larify  not only 
the  "institutional self-im age" but also the "public image," both of which 
help comprise an institu tion 's iden tity .2 
Relationship to Problem
A strong institutional identity  often aids an institution in its  fund 
raising, both w ith the public and v/ith legislators. Hence, leaders within 
the  community college have long been concerned about their institu tion 's 
lack of identity. Ironically, the community college may finally achieve 
in the  1980s what it has so long desired -- a c lea re r institu tional identity
1 Burton R. Clark, "The Organizational Saga in Higher Education," 
Governing Academic Organizations, eds. Gary R iley and Victor Baldridge 
(Berkeley: McCutchan Publishing, 1977), p. 99.
2 Clark, p. 107.
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--  as financial concerns force individual colleges and s ta te  systems to 
clarify  institutional identity by choosing certain  missions over others. 
For example, if a community college chooses to emphasize its academic 
(transfer) mission over its occupational-technical, the institution will move 
in the direction of becoming an academ ically oriented tw o-year college. 
As the community college moves in this direction, it may also reduce or 
even elim inate its community service mission. In so doing, the institution 
will be clarifying its identity: it will no longer appear as an institution
which does anything and everything but will become an institution which 
prim arily prepares students to  transfer to senior academic institutions.
Actually, it is unlikely th a t the community college will move in 
this specific institutional direction. Nationally the community college 
seems to be moving in the direction of the postsecondary occupational 
training cen te r as enrollm ent in its occpational-technical programs 
continues to mount. Whereas in the 1950s and 1960s, the community 
college prim arily offered academ ic (transfer) programs and prepared 
students to transfer to four-year colleges and universities, in the 1980s 
the  community college offers more occupational-technical programs than 
academic and prepares the m ajority of its students for jobs in occupational- 
technical fields. In so doing, it is in danger of losing its comprehensive 
nature and becoming simply a postsecondary occupational training center.
Some s ta te s  seem more inclined to move their community colleges 
in this direction than do others. In Virginia the  s ta te 's  coordinating body 
for all of Virginia's public higher education, the State Council of Higher
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Education in Virginia (SCHEV), has developed a t the  urging o f the General 
Assembly a tu ition  plan which encourages the VCCS to  increase enrollm ent 
in its occupational-technical program s. According to the proposed plan, 
th e  sta te  will cover a g rea ter share of the  cost of instruction in 
occupational-technical programs than in academ ic programs. Request of 
such a plan by the  General Assembly would seem  to  indicate a desire on 
■its part that Virginia's system of community colleges become primarily 
postsecondary occupational training centers.
Before members of the G eneral Assembly vo te  upon this plan, they 
would do well to consider firs t whether or not th e  faculty in Virginia's 
community colleges support such a move. Both Clark's work on 
organizational saga and the opinions of prom inent leaders of the 
community college movement make clear the  importance of faculty 
com m itm ent to the  goals of the  community co llege. Such com m itm ent 
is important not only for faculty  morale bu t also for the  students 
them selves. If a large portion of the facu lty  is unsym pathetic to 
occupational-technical education yet finds its e lf  primarily teaching 
students enrolled in these courses, the faculty may fail to understand 
these  students' educational needs or may t r e a t  these students with
7
indifference or even contem pt. In addition lack o f faculty com m itm ent
^ Joseph Cosand, "Who Will Make the Decisions?", Community 
College Review, 10, No. 4, Spring 1982, pp. 24-29; Edmund J . G leazer, 
P ro jec t Focus; A Forecast Study of Community Colleges (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1973); Howard B. London, The C ulture of a~ Community 
College (New York: Praeger Press, 1978).
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may be a significant fac to r in the long standing problem of the community 
college — its  lack of identity  as an educational institution. Its  blurred 
identity  may be a significant fac to r contributing to possible funding 
problems fo r the community college as econom ic conditions in the  1980s 
continue to  spell cutbacks and b e lt tightening fo r all institutions of higher 
education.
Summary of R elevant L itera tu re
Identity or image of the community college. Although th e  "identity 
problem" o f the community college has been widely discussed in writings 
about the community college, comments on th is  topic seem based more 
on casual observation and "gut-level feelings" than  on em pirical research. 
What little  research th a t has been conducted tends to concern itself 
prim arily with the various im ages specific groups have of the  community 
college.
The m ajority  of research has concentrated  upon the image(s) of one 
specific community college, but occasionally a research study has treated  
the  issue of community college image on a broader scale. Salisbury 
studied both professional and popular Am erican periodicals fo r  the years 
1937 to 1967 to  trace  the developm ent of the community junior college's 
image in the United S tates during this tim e span. He found that the 
image of the community college began to sh ift from  that of an institution 
with "an historically  conventional college preparato ry  role" to  one with 
"more comprehensive, diffuse, and m ultiple roles in the  field of
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education."^ Eventually its "projected gross image . . . was that of the 
c itadel of dem ocratic e d u c a t i o n . " ^
Salisbury was not the only w rite r to examine the m edia in his study 
of community college images. C anavit studied news a rtic les  in both local 
and s ta te  papers to  analyze the "image projection and community 
perceptions" of one community college.^ However, the majority of 
research on this topic has relied upon the survey to e lic it the image 
perceptions of the following groups: the general public,^ potential
students,® enrolled students,^ administration,!® or f acu ity .H  The
^ Howland Roger Salisbury, "The Development of the  Community- 
Junior Colleges1 Image in the United S tates from 1937 to 1967," (EdD 
dissertation, Washington State University, 1969), p. 57.
^ Salisbury, p. 78.
6 Frank Henry Canavit, "Analysis of Image Projection and 
Community Perceptions of a Comprehensive Community College: 
Florissant Valley Community College," DAI, 35/05-A:2709, 1974.
^ Edward Dickie Mills, "Determining the  Image of a Community 
College Held by Voters," DAI, 35/09-A:3693, 1969.
® Donald Henry Smith, "Assessing the Image of a Community College 
Held by High School Seniors," DAI. 30/09-A:3653, 1969; L ottie  Sheffield 
Tucker, "The Image of Polk Community College as Perceived by Eleventh 
Grade Students of Polk County Public Schools," DAI, 41/02-A: 513, 1980.
^ Alan Hagstrom, "College Image and O rganizational C haracter: 
D ifferentiated Perceptions of Various Groups in a Junior College," DAI, 
27/07-A:2026, 1966; Joseph Williams Hansen, "A Community College: Its 
Environmental Image as Perceived by Students, Faculty and 
Administration," DAI, 31/05-A:2005, 1970.
10 Hansen, p. 2005.
Roger Hardy A verette, "The Image of Cape Fear Technical 
Institu te  as Perceived by Selected Formal Leaders and C lientele," DAI,
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perceptions surveyed always concerned a particular community college or 
possibly a s ta te  system of community colleges ra th e r than perceptions 
about the community college as an institution.
Nagel also used the survey to solicit nationally opinions of community 
junior college presidents about1 their local institutional image. Responses 
indicated the  im portant role faculty are believed to play in the public 
perception of the community college, for the presidents ranked faculty 
relationships with students as the second most im portant fac t in the 
development of a local institutional image (student perform ance being 
the most important). However, since the response ra te  for the survey 
was less than fifty  percent, the results o f this study are questionable.12
Newfeldt used a different approach than the survey to focus upon 
the image of the community college. Drawing upon histories but also 
upon other reference works, he a ttem pted  to "describe and analyze 
conflicting images of the community junior college movement where 
possib le ."^  He concluded th a t both "practitioners and critics have 
projected" certain  images, but "none are based solely on historical 
evidence. As such, they have functioned as much as normative and
(cont.)
41/08-A:3390, 1980; Hagstrom, p. 2026; Hansen, p. 2005.
Gerald Nagel, "What Community Junior College Presidents Know 
and Think about Their Local Institutional Image: A National Study,"
Community/Junior College Research Q uarterly, Vol. 5, 1981, pp. 239-51.
^  Harvey G. Newfeldt, "The Community Junior College Movement: 
Conflicting Images and H istorical Interpretations," Educational Studies, 
13, No. 2 (Summer 1972), p. 172.
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a ttitud inal as they have as factual and descriptive sta tem en ts  of the 
institu tion 's  history."*4
Instead of focusing upon various image of the community college, 
Young selected  to study a possible explanation for what he term ed the 
institu tion 's  "identity crisis."*'’ F irst he surveyed d irectors of community 
college education in 108 senior institu tions to discover "the ten leaders 
who . . . had had the g rea tes t im pact on th e  form ulation and development 
of the community college identity since 1963."*4 He then analyzed the 
writings of these  ten  leaders to determ ine "their concerns about the basic 
values o f the  community college."*"^ In the ir writings Young found "an 
egalitarian  ideal" of the community college identity which often  conflicted 
with the 'e l i t is t ' model . . . implicit in th e ir descriptions of many a ttitudes 
and p rac tices in the community college."*® Young's study led him to 
conclude: "The real community college is located somewhere between
the  two models . . . "*^
Not all who w rite about the com m unity college's images or its 
identity  problem do so from a research perspective. Many w rite from
14 Newfeldt, p. 1B0.
*5 R obert B. Young, "The Identity Crisis of the Community College," 
Journal of Higher Education (May/June 1977), p. 333.
*^ Young, p. 334.
*7 Young, p. 334.
*® Young, p. 335.
*9 Young, p. 339.
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the vantage point of casual observation and usually concentrate  upon one 
of th ree  aspects of the  community college's lack of identity. They either 
concern themselves with (1) the general public's and/or legislators' lack 
of understanding of this institution, (2) the institution's unclear identity 
within the  educational system , or (3) thB lack of faculty understanding 
and/or acceptance of certain  community college goals. A lm ost uniformly 
these w riters assume that lack of a clearcut identity is damaging to the 
community college.
Lack of public understanding has long been a concern of the 
community college. Edmund Gleazer, a prolific w rite r and major 
spokesman for the community college during the 1960s and 1970s, 
expressed his concern about this topic in an inspirational address to the 
1957 convention o f the American Association of Junior Colleges (which 
later becam e the American Association of Community and Junior 
Colleges). He urged the tw o-year schools to  work together to achieve 
"public understanding and acc e p tan c e "^  of the two-year college since 
"many people know nothing, or next to nothing, or the wrong thing about 
the tw o-year college."2  ^ L ater th a t same year GlBazer again addressed 
the same issue, writing th a t "public acceptance of the community college
20 Edumund J . G leazer, "Coats Off by the  Two-Year College," JC J 
(May 1957), p. 517.
21 G leazer, "Coats Off," p. 516.
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has been a major problem."22 He stressed the necessity for the general
public to reach "a c learer understanding o f the unique functions of this
type of college."2-* At the  same tim e th a t Gleazer urged the necessity
of g reater public understanding of the community college, he was also
aware th a t this understanding could not really be achieved until the
community college clarified its own identity by defining its objectives:
We have fe lt keenly the need for wider public 
understanding and for growing support of a moral 
and financial nature . There is no finer way to 
prom ote understanding and consequent support 
than through a study of objectives which involves 
the constituencies of a college — teachers, 
adm inistrators, students, board memebers, 
alumni, and c itizens.2^
Another president of the  AAJC was also concerned about the "public 
misunderstanding about the full scope and functions of the junior and 
community c o l l e g e s . " 2 ^  Basing his opinion on his observations and 
experience while president o f the AAJC, Henry L ittlefield a ttribu ted  this 
problem to  two "weaknesses:" a failure to tell the "story" of the 
community college "in the right way, a t the right tim e, and to the right 
people" and "an overemphasis on the local characteristics of individual
22 Edmund J. G leazer, "It's Time to  Ask Some Questions," JC J 
(November 1957), p. 124.
2^ G leazer, 'I t 's  Time," p. 124.
2^ Edmund J . G leazer, "The Junior College - Bigger! B etter?", JC J 
(May 1958), p. 485.
2-* Henry W. L ittlefie ld , "On Increasing Understanding of Junior 
Colleges," JC J (December 1960), p. 181.
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in s titu tio n s ."^  L ater L ittlefield  specified what he judged to be the 
c ritica l issues facing A m erica's junior colleges. His major concern was 
th a t "a b e tte r  image of these institutions may evolve. Anything th a t 
will contribute to increased public understanding of the true  picture o f 
the two-year institution is commendable."2?
A junior college student, Carlos Moore, also expressed his concern 
about this institution 's lack of a "favorable image in the minds of the  
public.''^® He offered several suggestions for improving the  image bu t 
fe lt th a t the student body was "the most im portant fac to r."  People who 
have no other contact with the  junior college than through a certa in  
student will form their image by the accomplishment of th a t student.^9 
Moore concluded: "U ltim ately, one of the best ways to advertise th e
junior college to the public and to establish a respectable image is to  
p resent the true  fac ts  because they alone portray the tru e  image of the  
junior college."^0
Almost tw enty years la te r  w riters about the community college 
were still concerned about the lack of public understanding but were also
26 L ittlefield , p. 181.
27 Henry W. L ittlefield , "Critical Issues Facing Am erica's Junior 
Colleges," JC J (March 1961), p. 361.
28 Carlos Moore, "The Image of the Junior College," JC J  (December 
1962), 195.
2^ Moore, p. 197.
^  Moore, p. 197.
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troubled by the lack o f understanding of legislators and others in the 
position to  make decisions affecting the  future of the  community college. 
Yarrington, vice president of the AACJC in 1980, noted G leazer's concern, 
expressed in his book Values, Vision, and V itality, th a t sta te  legislators 
do not understand "the kind of institutions community colleges need to 
become to  serve individuals and communities well in the 1980s."31 
Yarrington stressed the  seriousness of this problem: "It is in the  states
th a t the policy framework and the financial form ulas are created  . . . ."If 
. . . s ta te  legislators and s ta te  officials do no t understand w hat the 
instituion should be doing for citizens and com m unities in the 1980s, we 
have a m ajor problem ."-^ Parnell, the  present president of the  AACJC, 
also recognizes the need to  "bring about be tte r understanding particularly 
among the decision m akers, if . . . (community colleges) expect to gain 
the kind of support th a t will allow . . . them to rea lize  their full potential 
to  contribute to the development of individuals and to the solution of 
our socioeconomic problem s."-^ Parnell is so convinced of the need for 
g rea ter understanding of the  community college th a t  he has s ta ted : "the 
most compelling force in my life is to try to c larify  the image of the
31 Roger Yarrington, "Interpreting the Mission," C JC J (October 
1980), p. 7.
^  Yarrington, p. 8.
33 "M eet Dale Parnell," Change (July/August 1981), p. 36.
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American community college — who we are, what w e 're  up to, who w e're  
serving."-^
Cosand has re ite ra ted  Parnell's concern about the public's lack of
understanding of the community college:
It continues to  be a fa c t th a t this distinctly 
American institu tion is not understood or properly 
respected nationally, and in fa r  too many s ta tes  
and local com m unities. Such lack of 
understanding creates  damaging and sim plistic 
solutions to community college problems by 
ex ternal f o r c e s . 5 5
Although the leaders o f the community college seem  united in their 
perception th a t lack of understanding by the public and by "decision 
makers" is a major problem for the community college, the problem 
seemingly has not hurt the  growth of the community college, a t least 
until th is decade. As G leazer noted: "It is rem arkable th a t an institution 
perceived by many to lack something in public understanding continues 
to represent the  growth sec to r in American public education."'3® However, 
as noted earlie r, the economic conditions o f the 1980s seem to  promise 
restrictions ahead for the  community college, including forced choice of 
program m atic missions.
54 "New Priorities for Community Colleges," AAHE Bulletin 
(February 1982), p. 11.
55 Joseph Cosand, "Who Will Make the Decisions?", Community
College Review , 10 No. 4 (Spring 1982), p. 27
56 Edmund J. G leazer, "So Far, So Good," C JC J (May 1981), p. 13.
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Lack o f a clear identity within the educational system  has also been 
a recurring concern of w rite rs  about the  community college. During the 
late 1950s and early 1960s when the community college was just beginning 
its m eteoric growth pa tte rn , some spokesmen argued th a t the community 
college was indeed a d istinc t educational institution, "not just the 
penthouse fo r the high school nor the first two years of the senior 
institution," but "an identifiable educational experience with d is tin c t 
qualities and c h a ra c te r is tic s ."^  Medsker also saw the  institution "as a 
new kind of college, in tegrated into the pa tte rn  of higher education, and 
offering board programs, valuable in them selves. "2®
Not everyone envisioned the. institution in these term s. A common 
image of the  community college during these years was th a t  of " 'glorified 
high school.1 "29 Opposed to  this image, Hagen, a faculty  member a t  a 
four-year institution, argued for "the image of the junior college as a 
'natural bridge between high school and university,' " contending the 
junior college should be "a full-fledged partner in the pursuit of higher 
learning."^® Basing his comments upon acquaintance w ith some junior 
college facu lty  and upon his own observations, Hagen was convinced th a t
27 Edmund J. Gleazer, "The Junior College - Bigger! B etter?", p. 486.
2® Leland R. Medsker, "Community College Education," Encyclopedia 
of Educational Research (4th ed.; New York: MacMillan, 1969;, p. 183.
29 Don J . Hagen, "Image of Junior College Education," JC J (February 
1962), p. 306.
Hagen, p. 307.
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junior college faculty  would experience "discontent and dem ora liza tio n 'll 
if any other image prevailed.
At least two other professors a t senior institutions also concerned 
them selves during this tim e with the community or junior college's 
educational identity. Nunis and Bossone traced  the history of the junior 
college's search for an educational identity, attributing its identity 
problem to its  early days when the junior college was "largely an 
educational institution dominated by the secondary schools and the 
secondary o u tlo o k "^  and controlled by local school boards. Not only 
would its lack of a "true educational identity" make the junior college 
unable "to fulfill all of its  purposes with e x c e l l e n c e , ' ^ . ?  the lack might 
also a ffec t the institution 's s ta f f  which may not be "in agreem ent with 
the  multiple p u r p o s e s , " 4 4  of the institution.
Palinchak also a ttributed  much of the community college's identity 
problem to its  link with the  secondary s c h o o l . 4 5  He also noted tha t 
because in some s ta tes  the junior or community college is organized as 
a branch campus run by a four-year college or university, the junior
41 Hagen, p. 309.
42 Doyce B. Nunis, J r. and Richard M. Bossone, "The Junior College's 
Search for an Educational Identity," JCJ (November 1982), p. 122.
45 Nunis and Bossone, p. 123.
44 Nunis and Bossone, p. 124.
45 Robert Palinchak, Evolution of the Community College (Metachen, 
N .J.: Scarecrow Press, 1973), p. 38.
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college "is forced to  prove itse lf to its senior partners without duplicating 
or becoming a  four-year institu tion.1' ^
Writing from a vantage point of alm ost ten years later, Eaton, a 
community college president, s ta ted  th e  present "identity  c r is is " ^  of the 
community college may stem  partly from  some recen t data such as 
C alifornia 's 1980 repo rt on community college s tuden ts and Breneman 
and Nelson's report on community college financing. Both of these paint 
a negative p ic tu re  of the  skills level o f many community college students 
and document a low success ra te  for its  graduates when they transfer 
to senior institutions. Drawing upon secondary sources and her own 
epxerience w ithin community colleges, Eaton offered several suggestions 
for im provem ent of the  community college, including a vision of the 
institution as one whose "unique and cen tra l function is instruction for 
e ffec tiv e  and meaningful survival."^® Believing th a t  an institu tion 's 
faculty  and s ta f f  are key ingredients in its success, she suggested hiring 
only "persons of quality and com m itm ent" who would then receive  in- 
service training to understand "the goals and presen t planning" as well 
as the "present institu tional in tent and d ire c tio n " ^  of their individual 
community college.
46 Palinchak, pp. 93-4.
47 Judith S. Eaton, "Judging Community Colleges: Look a t Student 
Success," C JC J (Septem ber 1982), p. 16.
48 Eaton, p. 21,
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A community college faculty member, Majors, used his experience 
as a history professor plus some lim ited research to present his perspective 
on the community college's lack of identity  within the educational system. 
Less concerned with the  reasons and more with the e ffec ts  of th is lack 
of identity, Majors claim ed that community college faculty may well be 
"uninvited stepchildren" ra ther than "accepted members of the academic 
fa m ily ." ^  He asserted there is a "wide gulf of hostility"-^ between 
community colleges and senior institutions and a "lack of professional 
and in tellectual co m m erce"^  between faculty of these institutions. Such 
a lack is m anifested in the  activ ities of professional educational societies. 
For example, a check by Majors revealed th a t several major historical 
societies have no junior or community college people "in position of 
responsib ility"^  nor do the professional journals of these societies usually 
publish pieces by junior or community college faculty . During 1970-1975 
less than one percent of the contents of three leading history journals 
was w ritten by two-year faculty.54 Although Majors drew all o f his
(cont.)
49 Eaton, p. 21.
50 William R. Majors, "Community College Faculty: Unwanted 
Stepchildren or Accepted Members of the Academic Family?", The History 
Teacher (August 1974), p. 575.
51 Majors, p. 578.
Majors, p. 579.
53 Majors, p. 579.
^4 Majors, p. 579.
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examples from  the field  of history, his criticism  of senior faculty 's 
a ttitude toward tw o-year college faculty, not only as m anifested in 
professional relations but also in graduate programs which prepare two- 
year faculty  and in articulation between institutions about courses and 
curricula, is applicable for faculty in all liberal arts fields.
Faculty understanding and acceptance of community college goals. 
Majors' complaints about senior faculty 's fa ilure  to accep t community 
college faculty  on an equal basis is but one of the  concerns of community 
college facu lty . O ther authors have also questioned the ex ten t to which 
community college faculty  understand, let alone accept and endorse, all 
the goals o f their institution.
Under the auspices of the American Association of Junior Colleges 
(now the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges), 
Garrison visited tw enty campuses and conducted hundreds of interviews 
over a ten -year period "to  identify some of the curren t issues and problems 
affecting the  junior college faculty m em ber."^  One of Garrison's findings 
was that "many faculty members a re  unsure even of the aim s and purposes 
of their own individual co lleg e ."^  Although Garrison's study is dated, 
sim ilar conclusions have been reached by others writing a t a la te r d a t e . 5 7
55 Roger H. Garrison, Junior College Faculty; Issues and Problems 
(Washington, D.C.: AAJC, 1967), p.5.
56 Garrison, p. 77.
57 A rthur M. Cohen and Florence Brawer, The Two-Year College 
Instructor Today (New York: P raeger, 1977), p. 40; Edmund J. G leazer,
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Even when faculty know what the goals o f their institution are , 
they may not always support these goals. For example, while advocates 
of the community college have always claimed its basic purpose is to 
extend educational opportunity to everyone, not all faculty are enthusiastic 
about this goal.
One such faculty opinion was verbalized by Slutsky who forthrightly 
expressed the concern of many community college faculty about the "low 
academ ic achievement"^® of community college students. Making it c lear 
th a t she spoke from the perspective of a liberal a rts  faculty  member 
who wants the  community college to be truly an institution of higher 
learning, Slutsky asserted: "Faculty members are demoralized: they
expected some students of college-level ability, but they find th a t most 
able students no longer a ttend  the image-poor c o lle g e ."^  To Slutsky, 
the community college needs to reevaluate its missions since "no doubt 
a ll these missions need doing, but one institution cannot do it all."60
Slutsky's words may well express the a ttitu d e  of many community 
college faculty  who were teaching in the institution before the trend in 
the 1970s toward to ta l open admission engulfed the  community college
(cont.)
"Now to Achieve the Goals," JC J (May 1972), p. 22.
58 B ette  Slutsky, "What Is a College For?", Responding to New 
Missions, ed. Myron A. M arty, New D irections for Community Colleges, 
No. 24 (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1978), p. 9.
59 Slutsky, p. 9.
6® Slutsky, p. 13.
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with a massive wave of underprepared students. According to Cohen and
Braw er in their definitive study o f the com m unity, "faculty members
already there  had th e ir own prio rities, based on th e ir  expectations when
they entered the  college and th e ir subsequent experience within it."61
Consequently these faculty "reac ted  f irs t with dism ay, then w ith apathy
or antagonism to  the  new missions a rticu la ted  by college s p o k e s p e r s o n s . " ^
O ther leaders of the community college are also aware th a t not all
faculty  support the  articu lated  goals of the  com m unity college. Basing
his opinion on personal observation as well as the resu lts of em pirical
d a ta , Medsker asserted : "Research on the  a ttitu d es  of s ta ff indicate
th a t there is not a high degree of congruence betw een purposes and
com m itm ent in many institutions."*^ To Medsker, th is  lack of congruence
was a m a tte r of grave concern since he found it
d ifficult to  believe th a t the community college 
can realize its po ten tia l unless th e re  is a 
com plete com m itm ent on the  p a rt of th e  staff 
to a new and d iffe ren t type of institu tion, 
unham pered by a h ierarch ical notion about 
institu tions and th e ir pecking order.64
G leazer also voiced his concern about the  facu lty 's "differences o f  opinion
with respect to  the mission of the  community college." Such d ifferences
A rthur M. Cohen and Florence Brawer, The American Community 
College (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1982), p. 79.
62 Cohen and Brawer, p. 68.
63 Leland R. Medsker, "The Test Is Y et to  C om e," A Day a t  Santa 
Fe (Gainesville: Santa Fe Junior College, 1971), p. 139.
64 Medsker, p. 142.
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were causing "a high degree of frustration among community college 
fa c u lty ."^
Several of the national studies conducted on community college 
faculty also indicate lack of faculty com m itm ent to institutional goals. 
Under the sponsorship o f the American Association of Junior Colleges, 
Bushnell conducted a national study of the community college in which 
th e  Educational Testing Service's Institutional Goals Inventory (IGI) was 
adm inistered to over 12,000 members (faculty, students, and presidents) 
of 92 public and private two-year colleges. Analysis of faculty  responses 
to  the IGI suggested a  lessening com m itm ent by the facu lty  to the 
community college's basic mission o f extending educational opportunity. 
For example, faculty preferred th a t the goal o f working w ith  students 
o f any ability level be ranked as low er in im portance than it was then 
ranked. At the time the study was conducted, faculty fe lt  that goal 
was ranked second in importance a t th e ir institution; the faculty preferred, 
however, th a t it be ranked seventh out of tw elve institutional g o a ls .^
It has also been shown that some faculty a re  not inclined to rank 
highly the goals of community service and lifelong learning, goals central 
to  G leazer's vision of the  community college as a community-based 
learning cen ter. Cross reported on a 1979 field te s t of the Community 
College Goals Inventory which was administered to  almost 1500 members
^  G leazer, "Now to  Achieve th e  Goals," p. 22.
^  Douglas S. Bushnell, Organizing for Change; New Priorities for 
Community Colleges (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1973).
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(faculty, adm inistrators, and trustees) in eighteen community colleges 
across the nation. Out of twenty institutional goals, faculty preferred 
th a t community service be ranked eighteenth and lifelong learning be 
ranked ten th . This "lack o f en th u siasm "^  for these goals was not shared, 
however, for the  goal of vocational education, which was given a preferred 
ranking of fourth by the facu lty .6®
Cohen and Brawer also found a sim ilar degree of com m itm ent to 
vocational or occupational-technical education in their study of the two- 
year college instructor. As part of a study conducted by the C enter for 
the Study of Community Colleges and sponsored by the National 
Endowment fo r the Humanities, a survey questionnaire was administered 
to over 2,ODD humanities instructors (full- and part-tim e) and departm ent 
and division chairm en outside the hum anities in 156 colleges selected by 
stra tified  random sampling. Thirty-eight percent of the humanities 
instructors who responded (overall response ra te  of eighty-four percent) 
agreed with the  statem ent: "C areer education and occupation training
should be the m ajor emphasis in today’s community college."^9
Faculty understanding and acceptance of community college goals 
have also been studied on a s ta te  as well as a national level. Hutchinson's 
report on a 1961-62 study utilizing a survey questionnaire sent to over
67 R. P a tric ia  Cross, "Community Colleges on the P lateau," JHE 
(March/April 1981), p. 122.
6® Cross, pp. 113-23.
69 Cohen and Brawer, The Two-Year College Instructor, p. 20.
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1,000 junior college faculty  members in Florida indicated a desire for 
the  institu tion to be com prehensive in nature. Faculty believed "the 
em phasis in the  junior college should be about equal on tran sfe r courses, 
te rm inal courses, and on community services."^0
Not all faculty  w ant the community college to be comprehensive 
in its  programs. Friedm an's study o f faculty  in five tw o-year colleges 
in Missouri indicated th a t faculty  teaching academ ic (transfer) courses 
w ere  unenthusiastic or even opposed to  comprehensiveness. These faculty 
"feared  th a t term inal occupational program s . . . would cause th e ir junior 
college eventually to, as some put it, 'degenerate  into a trad e  school.' 
n71 Friedm an pointed out tha t much o f their concern stem m ed from a 
desire for the  prestige generated from  teaching in an academ ically 
oriented institution, prestige which they feared would disappear as their
institu tions achieved com prehensiveness.^
Leslie's study of the acceptance of the com m unity college philosophy 
among faculty  o f tw o-year institutions in Pennsylvania also found a lack 
of enthusiasm for the com prehensive curricula o f the  community college. 
Using a survey adm inistered to  a s tra tif ied  random sample of 160 faculty 
from  the th ree  kinds of tw o-year colleges in Pennsylvannia (community
70 Nan S. Hutchinson, "Three Images," JC J (Septem ber 1963), p. 140.
71 Norman L. Friedm an, "Comprehensiveness and Higher Education: 
A Sociologist's View of Public Junior College Trends," AAUP Bulletin 
(W inter 1966), p. 421.
72 Friedm an, pp. 417-23.
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colleges, private junior colleges, and commonwealth campuses), Leslie 
asked faculty to respond to tw enty-five item s concerning community 
college philosophy, including its com m itm ent to comprehensive program 
offerings. The resulting data, based on an eighty-six percent ra te , was 
then analyzed using one-way analysis of variance of four independent 
variables (type of institution, age, highest degree held, and reference 
group) and three fac to rs  (institutional standards of quality, institutional 
goals, and faculty role). From his analysis of the  data, Leslie concluded 
th a t "faculty support for the community college philosophy is mild indeed 
and th a t a wholehearted com m itm ent on the part of faculty to this form 
of higher education is l a c k i n g .  " 7 5  However, "community college faculty 
w ere somewhat more positive as to the community college philosophy"^ 
than were faculty from the other two types of two-year colleges. Also, 
"all o ther factors being equal, . . . young faculty, vocational technical 
faculty  and faculty not holding the PhD are somewhat more likely to 
support the community college philosophy than are those who are older, 
in the liberal a rts  and holders of the P h D . " 7 5
O ther studies have also indicated the support and acceptance of 
vocational technical faculty for the community college philosophy. A
75 Larry L. Leslie, "Acceptance of the Community College 
Philosophy Among Faculty of Two-Year Institutions," Educational 
Administration (Spring 1973), p. 58.
74 Leslie, p. 54.
75 Leslie, p. 61.
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1974 report on a survey study conducted with 240 Minnesota tw o-year 
faculty members concluded: "'Most likely, the ideals and educational
philosophy of vocational technical faculty members are more aligned to 
the objectives of the community c o lle g e .'" ^  London's ethographic study 
of the culture of one community college in M assachusetts also indicated 
th a t vocational technical faculty were more com fortable with their 
teaching role and with the students them selves than were faculty teaching 
liberal arts and human services, who were often "unfamiliar with the 
social class mileau, educational levels, and sensibilities of their 
s tu d en ts ."^
Summary of Research and Relationship to Problem
Summary of Research. Many people have sta ted  their opinions 
about the identity problem of the community college, but few have 
conducted em pirical research on this topic. With few exceptions the 
research th a t has been conducted has been done primarily a t the 
dissertation level and has used the survey questionnaire to focus upon a 
single institution 's image ra ther than upon national images of the 
community college. However, empirical studies concerning the a ttitudes 
of community college faculty have been frequent and occasionally 
sponsored by national organizations. This research, like tha t on community 
college image or identity, also relies heavily upon the  survey questionnaire
76 f r u i t y  Members are Satisfied?" C JC J (March 1974), p. 56.
77 Howard B. London, The Culture of a Community College (New 
York: Praeger Press, 1978), p. 100.
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to probe its sample population, which is sometimes drawn nationally and 
som etim es statew ide. The results of these studies vary sometimes on
one or two points (e.g. the degree to  which faculty  teaching academic
subjects accept occupational-technical education), but they do seem to 
concur on the following:
1. Many community college faculty do not 
support some of the basic goals espoused 
in the lite ra tu re  of the community 
college movement (ex. extension of 
educational opportunity through open 
admissions).
2. Faculty are often unenthusiastic about
the specific goal of community service,
which forms the basis for much of 
G leazer's vision of the community college 
of the future. Vocational or
occupational-technical instructors are 
more supportive of this goal than are 
instructors of academ ic courses.
3. Faculty who have been teaching in the 
community college since the 1950s or 
early 1960s prefer th a t it be an 
academ ically oriented two-year college.
4. G reater com m itm ent to a comprehensive 
program is likely to be found among 
faculty who teach occupational-technical 
subjects than among faculty who teach 
academ ic courses, presumably because a 
comprehensive program encompasses 
occupational-technical education, which 
is som etim es scorned by faculty teaching 
in academic (transfer) programs.
These research findings indicate a lack of faculty  agreem ent about 
both the general and program m atic goals of the community college. The 
findings also suggest a relationship between certain  faculty  characteristics 
(ex. teaching field, number of years of experience teaching in the
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community college) and a faculty  m em ber's preference for certain  
institutional directions or goals.
Relationship to program. I t seems likely th a t economic conditions 
in the  1980s will force community colleges to make certain  choices 
affecting  their program m atic missions. Some missions may have to be 
modified or even deleted. Those with the  authority to make these 
decisions would do well to  rem em ber the importance of faculty support 
for whatever program m atic mission(s) the institution chooses to emphasize.
Specifically in Virginia the legislators and o ther decision makers 
who determ ine the  program m atic emphasis and consequent institutional 
d irection of Virginia's community colleges should become aware o f how 
much faculty support th e re  is (or is not) for various institutional directions 
for Virginia's community colleges. For example, if the decision is made 
to  have Virginia's community colleges become primarily postsecondary 
occupational training cen ters and a large portion of the present VCCS 
full-tim e faculty do not concur with this decision, th is portion may reac t 
"firs t with dismay, then with apathy or antagonism.^® Such reactions 
would likely have an adverse e ffe c t upon faculty morale and might 
negatively a ffe c t faculty trea tm en t of students. Faculty who hope to 
teach  future graduates o f senior institutions but instead find them selves 
teaching future a ir conditioning repairm en are  likely to be unsympathetic
7® Cohen and Brawer, The American Community College, p. 6 8 .
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toward these s tu d e n ts .^  Thus, general agreem ent between decision 
makers and faculty about present and future directions for the VCCS 
should positively a ffec t faculty morale and faculty trea tm en t of students. 
In addition, such agreem ent might also lead to  a stronger institutional 
identity  for Virginia's community colleges as their faculty, the key 
personnel in an educational institution, support in spirit as well as words 
the goals set for the institution by its leaders.
79 Edmund J. Gleazer, P roject Focus; A Forecast Study of 
Community Colleges (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1973) p. 31; London, p. 115.
Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
Population and Selection of Sample
The population for th is study was all full-tim e teaching faculty in 
the Virginia Community College System (VCCS). P art-tim e faculty were 
excluded because they are a fluid group: both their number and
membership vary from academ ic quarter to quarter and from year to 
year within each community college. Non-teaching faculty (i.e. counselors 
and librarians) were also excluded for two reasons: (1) It is the teaching 
faculty who are the most directly involved in carrying out the 
program m atic missions of a college. (2) Hypotheses generated for this 
study were based on previous research which was conducted primarily on 
teaching faculty.
Since Virginia's tw enty-three community colleges vary in enrollm ent 
size from those which have a full-tim e enrollm ent (FTE) of under 1,000 
students to  those which have an FTE of over 5,000 students, it is possible 
th a t the size of an institution (as determ ined by FTE) might a ffec t a 
VCCS faculty members responses to some of the  questions on the survey.^ 
For example, the nine Virignia community colleges which enroll 1,000
1 When the VCCS Office of Planning and Evaluation evaluated this 
research proposal to determ ine whether or not to authorize the research, 
Ed Morse, a staff member, suggested th a t the sample be s tra tified  along 
the characteristic  of institutional size, as determ ined by FTE. The final 
approval for the research was given on the assumption th a t this suggestion 
(and others) would be incorporated if feasible.
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students or less generally are located in service areas or d is tric ts  which 
have no o ther postsecondary educational facilities in them . Faculty a t 
one of these community colleges might be more apt to rank firs t the 
institu tional direction of Comprehensive Community College because these 
faculty  may believe the people within their service area should have the 
opportunity to pursue e ither an academ ic course of study or an 
occupational one. Faculty a t some of the larger Virginia community 
colleges, which generally are located in areas having several postsecondary 
educational institutions within them , may be less influenced by this 
concern as they indicate th e ir p references for institu tional direction for 
the  VCCS. Since institu tional size (as determ ined by FTE) might a ffe c t 
faculty  responses on the questionnaire, it was decided to  employ a 
system atic  sampling s tra tified  along the charac te ris tic  of institu tional 
size as determ ined by FTE.
To stra tify  the sam ple, several steps were taken. The first step 
was to use VCCS enrollm ent figures for the 1982-83 academ ic year^ to 
classify Virginia's tw enty-th ree  community colleges into one of the 
following four size categories which are the ones used by the VCCS for 
budget purposes:**
2 VCCS Planning and Evaluation O ffice, Student Enrollm ent Booklet. 
Fall Q uarter 1982, Table 3T.
3 S ta tem en t by Dr. S tuart Bounds, Dean of Financial and 
A dm inistrative Services a t Thomas Nelson Community College, personal 
conversation, Hampton, Virginia, O ctober 28, 1983.
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A. 1,000 students or less
B. 1,001 - 2,000 students
C. 2,001 - 5,000 students
D. 5,001 students or more
Nine community colleges were in Group A, eight in Group B, three in 
Group C, and three in Group D. Next, the percentage of 1982 - 83 
VCCS full-tim e teaching faculty within each group was determined. 14 
percent (273 faculty) were in the institutions in Group A, 23 percent 
(455 faculty) in those in Group B, 16 percent (307 faculty) in those in 
Group C, and 47 percent (910 faculty) in those in Group D. The final 
step was to use these same percentages in stratifying the sample. Thus 
14 percent of the sample (25 faculty) was selected from the institutions 
in Group A, 23 percent (74 faculty) from those in Group B, 16 percent
(52 faculty) from those in Group C, and 47 percent (151 faculty) from
those in Group D.
To select the faculty within each group, the following steps were 
taken. First, a list of all full-tim e teaching faculty in the VCCS for 
the academ ic year 19B2 - 83 was obtained from the Personnel Office of 
the VCCS. The list contained faculty grouped according to institution: 
all faculty a t a particular community college were listed together in 
alphabetical order. All the lists of faculty a t the institutions within 
Group A were placed together in random order as were the lists of 
faculty within Groups B, C, and D. When the faculty were then divided 
or grouped by size of institution, they were still listed by their institution
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so th a t a system atic sampling could be made to ensure tha t a t least one 
faculty member from each institution, no m a tte r how small, was in the 
study. To select the system atic sample, f irs t a random s ta r t to choose 
the  first case in each institution was made.^ Then every sixth faculty 
member from this s ta rt was selected until the specified number of faculty 
members for tha t particu lar size grouping was reached. If one of the 
names selected for the sample was th a t of a person who had participated  
in the p re -tes t of the instrum ent, then this name was elim inated and the 
name of the next person on the list was selected instead.
Procedures
Data gathering. The survey instrum ent used in this study was mailed 
to the  college address o f each of the faculty in the sample. To ensure 
high response ra te , the following steps were taken:
1. Use of a signed cover le tte r  which briefly 
explained the importance and purpose of 
the research and offered to share its  
results.
2. Use of a short questionnaire containinq 
mostly close-ended questions.
3. Enclosure of a preaddressed, postage-paid 
return  envelope.
4. Inclusion of an individual identification 
number on each survey to fac ilita te  
follow-up of nonrespondents.
4 Jean Royer Dyer, Understanding and Evaluating Educational 
Research (Reading, M assachusetts: Addison Wesley Publishing, 1979), p.
97.
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5. A postcard rem inder sent to  everyone one 
week a f te r  the original mailing of the 
questionnaire.
6 . A le tte r  and replacem ent questionnaire 
sent to all nonrespondents three  weeks 
a f te r  the original mailing.^
Ethical safeguards and considerations. Permission to  conduct the 
research was elicited  from  the College of William and Mary Com m ittee 
for Research on Human Subjects, from the VCCS D irector of Planning 
and Evaluation, and from each president of Virginia's tw enty-three 
community colleges. P articipan ts were assured of the confidentiality of 
their responses. Every e ffo rt has been made to maintain this 
confidentiality. In addition closure to  this research pro ject is being 
provided to its participants since all who indicated a desire for the results 
of the survey will receive them .
Instrum entation
D escription. The survey instrum ent was designed by the investigator 
as a short questionnaire using both close-and open-ended questions. The 
survey began with four close-ended questions designed to e lic it 
respondents' perceptions of institutional and System com m itm ent of 
resources to program areas and perceptions of the ir own influence in 
determining institutional and System directions. Another close-ended
5 Dennis W. Leitner, Barbara E. Myers, Te Chang, and Paul F.G. 
Keller, "A Study of Factors th a t Influence Response R ate Using a 
Questionnaire on Questionnnaires," Paper presented a t  annual meeting of 
AERA, San Francisco, April 1979; Don A. Dillman, Mail and Telephone 
Surveys: The Total Design Method (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1978).
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question followed, asking the respondents to rank order their preferences 
for four possible institutional directions for the VCCS. Next, there were 
eight^ open-ended questions about the following faculty  characteristics: 
age, program area in which teaching most courses, years of teaching 
experience in the community college, experience teaching a t the secondary 
level or a t a senior institution or a t a vocational-technical cen ter or 
proprietary school, adm inistrative duties, and teaching of continuing 
education courses. The questionnaire concluded with an open-ended 
question which gave respondents the opportunity to comment about the 
present and/or possible future direction(s) for the community college in 
Virginia.
In order to keep the questionnaire as brief as possible, information 
about each respondent's sex, academic rank, and highest degree held was 
obtained e ither from the VCCS Personnel Office or from the most recent 
college catalogue of the appropriate institution.
Validity. The content validity of the survey instrum ent was 
determ ined by pre-testing o f the instrum ent. F irst, colleagues in the 
higher education program a t the College of William and Mary were asked
^ Nine open-ended questions were included on the survey 
questionnaire - the eight listed in this chapter as well as a question 
asking the field of the respondent's highest earned degree. However, in 
analyzing the data, it was decided not to use the information gathered 
from this question. Since over th irty  d ifferen t fields were indicated by 
the respondents, classifying or categorizing these fields into just a few 
categories did not seem feasible. Use of the information without 
categorizing it would have resulted in just a few cases for each field, 
thus giving too few cases to yield significant results on the variable.
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to  examine the instrum ent for c larity  and readability  and to make 
suggestions fo r its im provem ent. Second, some "potential 'users’ of the 
data"^ — adm inistrative personnel in the VCCS offices and the institutional 
research d irector a t  one of the  Virginia community colleges — were asked 
to examine the instrum ent and suggest ways to  improve it. Finally, the 
instrum ent was p ilo t-tested  with a po ten tia l group from the survey 
population. The eight students within the higher education program a t 
the College o f William and Mary who were also full-tim e teaching faculty 
within the VCCS were mailed the survey and asked to com plete it and 
give feedback as to  its  fo rm at, c larity , and appropriateness of questions. 
Insights gained from each o f these th ree  stages of the pre-testing  process 
were used to  revise and strengthen the  survey questionnaire, both during 
and a f te r  each aspect of the p re-testing .
Design
This was an exploratory descriptive study which used correlation to 
clarify  hypothesized relationships between the independent variables of 
faculty  ch arac te ris tic s  and th e  dependent variable of faculty  preferences 
for instituional directions for the VCCS.
Specific Hypotheses
The specific hypotheses generated for this study were derived from 
the study 's general hypothesis th a t the heterogeneity  of VCCS faculty 
negatively a ffec ts  their unanimity for any one institu tional direction
7 Dillman, p. 157.
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desired by national and s ta te  leaders of the community college. In o ther 
words, the educational and professional backgrounds and experiences of 
VCCS faculty are so diverse tha t their unanimity for any particular 
institutional direction is highly unlikely. However, it is possible th a t 
faculty  who share a similar educational background and/or professional 
experiences may p refer the same institutional direction. Therefore, the 
following specific directional hypothese were tested:
H} Of the four institutional directions, th a t of Comprehensive 
Community College will be the  one most preferred by the majority of 
VCCS faculty .
The m ajority of VCCS faculty is most likely to prefer this 
institutional direction for a t least two reasons. F irst, this direction is 
the  closest of the four to the existing direction of the  VCCS. Presently 
the VCCS is comprehensive in its offerings, for each of the tw enty-three 
member institutions offers academ ic (transfer), occupational-technical, 
and community service programs. However, unlike the Comprehensive 
Community College defined in this study, the VCCS is not "giving equal 
emphasis" to all three program areas. Instead, occupational-technical 
education receives the  primary emphasis.® Not only are VCCS faculty 
likely to p refer the direction of Comprehensive Community College 
because it comes the closest to being the sta tu s quo but also because 
there is evidence to suggest th a t many community college faculty support
® State Council for Higher Education in Virginia, Virginia’s Plan for 
Higher Education - 1981. Vol. I, p. 78.
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the program m atic diversity of the comprehensive community college. 
Hutchinson's report o f a study of junior college faculty in Florida during 
the early 1960s indicated their support for comprehensive program 
offerings. ^  Blocker, Plummer, and Richardson, in their study of the two- 
year college, considered tha t a large segment o f two-year college faculty 
was supportive of the program m atic diversity created  by developing 
occupational-technical program offerings.10 Cohen and Brawer's study 
of tw o-year college faculty found th a t "a surprisingly high number” of 
humanities faculty supported emphasis on occupational-technical education 
in community c o l l e g e s . W h e n  Leslie studied the acceptance of the 
community college philosophy among faculty of two-year institutions in 
Pennsylvania, he found th a t faculty a t community colleges were the most 
supportive of community college philosophy, including its comprehensive 
c u r r i c u l a . 1 2  Such studies indicate the likelihood th a t VCCS faculty will 
be supportive of the program m atic diversity implicit in the concept of 
the Comprehensive Community College.
Nan S. Hutchinson, "Three Images," JC J (September 1963), p. 14.
Clyde E. Blocker, Robert H. Plummer, and Robert C. Richardson, 
Jr., The Two-Year College; A Social Synthesis (Englewood Cliffs: 
Prentice-H all, 1965), p. 135.
H  A rthur M. Cohen and Florence Brawer, The Two-Year College 
Instructor Today (New York: Praeger, 1977), p. 20
12 Larry L. Leslie, "Acceptance of the Community College 
Philosophy Among Faculty of Two-Year Institutions," Education 
Administration (Spring 1973), p. 58.
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H2  Of the four institutional directions, th a t of Community-Based 
Learning C enter will be the one least preferred by VCCS faculty .
There is evidence to indicate tha t community college faculty as a 
group is not highly supportive o f the goals of community services and 
lifelong learning, two goals integral to G leazer's vision of the Community- 
Based Learning C enter. As p a rt of a 1979 field te s t  of the  Community 
College Goals Inventory, community college faculty were asked to rank 
tw enty goals for the community college in term s of what are and what 
should be the goals of the community college. Faculty as a group 
indicated th a t the goal of lifelong learning was currently fourth in 
im portance or priority but th a t it should only be tenth. The goal of 
community services was ra ted  as fourteenth in present priorities; however, 
faculty thought it should be ra ted  eighteenth .!^  Lack of faculty support 
for these two goals would seem to indicate a lack of support for key 
components of G leazer's Community-Based Learning C enter.
H3  Faculty with the following ch arac te ris tics  are most likely to 
rank first the  institu tional direction of Academically Oriented Two-Year 
College;
!■* R. Patricia Cross, "Community College on the P lateau," JHE 
(M arch/April 1981), p. 115.
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a. are over forty  years of age
b. teach the majority of their courses in 
academ ic (transfer) programs
c. have more than fifteen  years of 
experience teaching in the community 
college
d. have teaching experience a t a four-year 
college or university
e. have a doctorate
The age of a community college faculty member and the consequent 
number of years he has usually taught a t a community college may a ffec t 
his preferences for institu tional direction. Faculty who began teaching 
in the community college during the la te  1950s and early 1960s were 
teaching in an institution th a t was then geared prim arily to academic 
(transfer) education. As enrollm ent in the community college shifted 
from academic to occupational-technical programs in the 1970s and as 
community colleges took on the mission of rem edial or developmental 
education, these same faculty found them selves teaching a t a very 
d ifferen t kind of institution than the one they originally en tered .-^  These 
faculty may well p refer th a t the community college return  to a more 
academic orientation than it presently seems to have.
Faculty who teach  the m ajority of their courses in academic 
(transfer) programs may also be likely to p refer the direction of 
Academically Oriented Two-Year College. An early study by Friedman
Cohen and Brawer, p. 103.
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noted this preference and linked it to a desire for g rea ter status in 
a ca d e m e .^  Also, at least in the  VCCS, faculty who teach  in academic 
(transfer) programs are required to have more academic preparation than 
many faculty teaching in the occupational-technical programs. As G leazer 
noted, those community college faculty , who "have credentials acquired 
in a university environment . . . geared to  a different kind of student” 
than the community college student may not be too accepting or 
sym pathetic toward some of the community college students.3*^  London 
also noted the possible discom fort liberal arts and human services faculty 
may experience with students possessing d ifferent educational v a lu e s .^  
These faculty may p refer th a t their institution enroll more academically 
oriented students with whom the faculty members can be more 
com fortable.
For much the same reasons, faculty who have taught a t a four- 
year college or university prior to teaching a t the community college 
may desire th a t the community college be more academically oriented. 
Cosand questions whether these faculty are "equipped for the community
15 Norman L. Friedm an, "Comprehensiveness and Higher Education: 
A Sociologist's View of Public Junior College Trends," AAUP Bulletin 
(Winter 1966), p. 421.
Edmund J . Gleazer, P ro ject Focus: A Forecast Study of
Community Colleges (New York! McGraw-Hill, 1973), p. 31.
17 Howard B. London, The Culture of a Community College (New 
York: Praeger Press, 1978), p. 115.
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college diversity of s t u d e n t s , a  diversity not found a t a more 
academ ically oriented institution.
Possession of the doctorate may also be linked to a preference for 
a more academically oriented institution. Leslie 's study of two-year 
faculty indicated th a t faculty with the PhD were not as likely to support 
the community college philosophy as were faculty without the PhD.^^ 
His findings provide some support for this conjecture.
Faculty with the following characteristics are most likely to 
rank firs t the institutional direction of Comprehensive Community College:
a. are less than forty-one years of age
b. teach the  majority of their courses in 
occupational-technical programs
c. have less than sixteen years of experience 
teaching in the community college
d. have teaching experience in the 
secondary school
e. have some adm inistrative duties
f. have taught a continuing education course 
at their institution
g. do not have a doctorate
Leslie's study of community college faculty  is also useful for 
providing insight into some of the characteristics of faculty who are 
likely to p refer the institutional direction of Comprehensive Community
Joseph Cosand, "Who Will Make the Decisions?", Community 
College Review (Spring 1982) p. 28.
^  Leslie, p. 61.
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College. He found tha t "young faculty , vocational-technical faculty, and 
faculty not holding the PhD are somewhat more likely to support the 
community college philosophy including its com m itm ent to comprehensive 
program offerings than are those who are older, in the liberal a rts , and 
holders of the P h D "^  A 1974 study of community college faculty in 
Minnesota also found th a t vocational-technical faculty held "ideals . . . 
more aligned to the objectives of the community co lleg e ."^
Less teaching experience in the community college may also 
contribute to support of the direction of Comprehensive Community 
College. Faculty who joined the  community college in the 1970s or early 
1980s were joining an institution th a t was already comprehensive in its 
program offerings and whose high enrollm ent in and consequent emphasis 
upon occupational-technical education was already an established fac t. 
These newer faculty did not find them selves in the position of many 
older faculty who joined an institution th a t was initially a junior college 
concerned with the first two years o f an undergraduate education and 
evolved into a comprehensive community college, enrolling certain  kinds 
of students in certain programs, both of which caused some older faculty 
to "react firs t with dismay, then with apathy or an tagonism ."^
2^ Leslie, p. 61.
21 "Which Faculty Members Are Satisfied," C JC J (March 1974), p. 56.
22 Arthur M. Cohen and Florence Brawer, The American Community 
College (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1982), p. 6 8 .
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Faculty who have came to the community college from a secondary 
school teaching experience ra th e r than from  a four-year college or 
university teaching experience may also be com fortable with the 
institutional direction of Comprehensive Community College since it 
perm its a diversity of students. Cosand believes these form er high-school 
teachers are "probably less academ ic and more student oriented" than 
faculty who have taught a t a senior institution and therefore more 
accepting of the diversity in students enrolled a t a community college.23 
Faculty who have some adm inistrative duties and/or have taught a 
continuing education course a t their institution may also be more 
supportive of the Comprehensive Community College. It is possible tha t 
faculty performing adm inistrative tasks may, by so doing, gain insight 
into the budgetary and other concerns which frequently a ffec t policy 
decisions a t an institution, particularly one within a system  of community 
colleges such as the VCCS. Faculty who understand the reasons for 
decisions affecting such things as class size and program offerings may 
be more supportive of the present direction of their institution (th a t of 
the Comprehensive Community College) than faculty who are not as 
knowledgeable and who may tend to blame the comprehensive nature of 
the community college for decisions they do not support. Similarly, 
faculty who teach a continuing education course thus a tta in  more
^  Cosand, p. 28.
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fam iliarity  with the community service function of the comprehensive 
community college and may be more supportive of it as a result.
H5  Faculty  with the following characteristics are likely to rank 
firs t the institutional direction of Postsecondary Occupational Training 
C en ter;
a. teach the  majority of their courses in 
occupational-technical programs
b. have teaching experience a t a vocational- 
technical cen ter or a t a proprietary 
school
c. have no academ ic degree higher than a 
bachelor's degree
Faculty who prefer the direction of Postsecondary Occupational 
Training C enter are expressing a preference for an institution which 
prim arily offers occupational training and has only very limited offerings 
in the humanities and social and natural sciences. It seems likely tha t 
faculty who would be supportive of this direction would be those who 
teach the majority of their courses in occupational-technical programs 
as opposed to  academ ic (transfer) program since many faculty teaching 
academ ic (transfer) courses would be out of a job if program offerings 
in their area were reduced. Also, degree requirem ents for faculty teaching 
in occupational-technical programs are usually less stringent than for 
faculty teaching in academic (transfer) programs. For example, some of 
the occupational-technical faculty in the VCC5 only possess an associate 's 
degree while others have only a bachelor's degree. All faculty teaching 
in the liberal a rts  are required to have a t least a m aster's degree. Thus
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faculty  teaching in occupational-technical programs are more likely than 
faculty  in academic (transfer) programs to  possess no academic degree 
higher than a bachelor's degree. Also, of all the faculty teaching a t a 
community college, it is logical th a t faculty  teaching in occupational- 
technical programs are the most likely to have had prior experience 
teaching a t a vocational-technical cen te r or proprietary school. 
S tatistical Analysis
Multiple discrim inant function analysis was used to determ ine 
whether the independent variables of faculty  characteristics could 
d ifferen tia te  between the four categories or groups of the dependent 
variable, faculty preferences for institutional directions. On the basis 
of their top choice for the institutional direction of the VCCS, faculty 
were placed into one of four groups (one group for each possible 
institutional direction). A fter each faculty charac te ris tic  or independent 
variable was assigned a number, the analysis was run to  determ ine the 
contribution of each variable in discriminating among the four groups. 
A stepwise procedure was used to select the most discriminating variables 
and to determ ine the discriminant functions. The s ta tis tic s  generated 
for this analysis included: (1 ) the number o f cases (faculty) in each
group, (2) means and standard deviations for each group, (3) stepwise 
s ta tis tic s  using the Wilks' lambda method, (4) standardized and 
unstandardized discrim inant function coefficients, and (5) a classification 
table. S tatistically  significant results were determ ined at the .05 
confidence level.
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Summary
A sample of 323 faculty members was system atically  selected from 
the entire VCCS full-tim e teaching faculty population (a fte r the faculty 
had been s tra tified  along the variable of institutional size) and asked to 
respond to a survey questionnaire developed by the researcher. 
Appropriate steps were taken to ensure a high resonse ra te . Information 
derived from the questionnaire was sta tistica lly  analyzed using stepwise 
discrim inant analysis to  determ ine discrim inant functions and the most 
discrim inating variables between the four faculty groups generated by 
preferences indicated on the questionnaires. The appropriate steps were 
taken to receive research permission from the necessary parties, to ensure 
confidentiality of partic ipants' responses, and to  provide closure of the 
participants by distributing research results if requested.
Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Introduction
This chapter presents the  results from the analysis of the data 
collected through the survey sent to a system atically selected sample of 
323 VCCS faculty members.
Although the response ra te  to the survey questionnaire was quite 
high, many of the returned surveys could not be used for various reasons. 
A to ta l of 268 surveys were returned for a response ra te  of 83 percent. 
However, of the surveys returned, forty-tw o of them (13 percent) were 
not used in the data analysis for the following reason: two of them ( 1
percent) were returned several weeks a f te r  the cu toff date for collection 
of da ta. Nine questionnaires (3 percent) were returned unanswered either 
because the faculty member had resigned from the institution, was on 
leave, or chose not to  answer. On four questionnaires (1 percent) the 
identification number had been torn o ff by the respondent, thus making 
it impossible to use the college catalogs and VCCS Personnel Office 
listings to obtain information on three of the faculty characteristics or 
independent variables. Twenty-seven of them ( 8  percent) were missing 
data since the respondents had not answered all of the questions about 
faculty characteristics or did not answer the dependent variable question 
about preferences for institutional direction.
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Thus of the 269 returned questionnaires, 226 (70 percent) contained 
all the  responses necessary for the discrim inant function analysis. Instead 
of using dummy variables for the missing data  on the tw enty-seven 
incom plete questionnaires, it was decided to  use the  natural response 
ra te  o f 70 percent since it adequately represented the sample population. 
Analysis of Data
Discrim inant function analysis. The research problem included two 
questions:
(1) What are the  preferences of VCCS faculty  for the  institutional 
directions of Academically O riented Two-Year College, Community-Based 
Learning C enter, Comprehensive Community College, and Postsecondary 
Occupational Training C enter?  and (2) What faculty  characteris tics  a ffe c t 
faculty  preferences for each of these institu tional d irections?
Multiple discrim ination function analysis was used to determ ine 
w hether the tw elve independent variables of faculty  ch arac te ris tics  could 
d ifferen tia te  between the four categories or groups on the nominal 
dependent variable, faculty preferences for institu tional directions for 
the VCCS. A stepwise procedure utilizing Wilks' lambda was used to 
select the most discriminating independent variables. Although 
discrim inant functions were also determ ined through the stepwise 
procedure, the focus of the analysis was upon the  discriminating power 
of the independent variables ra th e r than upon d ifferences among the 
groups as indicated by the discrim inant functions. S tatistically  significant 
results were determ ined a t the .05 level o f confidence. The com puter
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a t The College of William and Mary was used to perform the s ta tistica l 
analysis. The program used was the  S ta tis tica l Package for the  Social 
Sciences (SPSS) with the subprogram DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS.
The stepwise procedure indicated th a t four variables were 
s tatistica lly  significant in discriminating among the groups (Table 1). The 
most discriminating variables are listed below in the order of their 
discrim inating power:
1. Program area of majority of courses 
Wilks' Lambda: 0.0961877
Significance: 0.0344
2. Highest degree held 
Wilks' Lambda: 0.926796
Significance: 0.0097
3. Vocational-technical or proprietary school 
teaching experience
Wilks' Lambda: 0.907414
Significance: 0.0105
4. Sex
Wilks' Lambda: 0.892371
Significance 0.0141
The following variables did not contribute to fu rther discrimination: 
age; teaching experience a t a community college, secondary school, four- 
year college or university; perform ance of some adm inistrative tasks; 
teaching of continuing education courses; academic rank; size of 
institution.
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Three discrim inant functions were derived, but only one of them 
was statistica lly  significant (See Table 2). With an eigenvalue of 0.04051, 
Function 1 accounted for over 64 percent of the variance existing in the 
discriminating variables. Its canonical correlation was 0.2647628, 
indicating th a t the variables only explain about 6.7% (.26^) of the variance. 
Wilks' lambda was 0.8923709 with a corresponding chi-square of 25.166 
with 12 degrees of freedom . The significance level was 0.0141.
An examination of the standardized canonical discrim inant function 
coefficients (Table 3) indicates th a t Variables 2 and 6  contribute the 
most to Function 1. Variable 2, program area of m ajority of courses, has 
a coefficient of .93329, indicating it is the major contributor to this 
function. Variable 6  (vocational-technical or proprietary school teaching 
experience), with a coefficient of -0.57998, also contributes a good deal 
to Function 1.
The pooled within-groups correlations between canonical discrim inant 
functions and discriminating variables (Table 4) indicate much the same 
picture of Function 1. Variables 2 and 6  have the  highest correlation 
(0.72027 and -0.44004 respectively).
Since only Function 1 is statistically  significant ye t possesses a very 
low canonical correlation, it is c lea r th a t the discrim inant functions 
derived in th is study do not provide a strong measure of discrimination 
among the four groups of the dependent variable.
Further verification of the weak discriminating power of the 
functions is seen in the classification results. To check the adequacy of
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the derived discrim inant functions, the original set of cases was classified 
using these functions to sbb how many of the  cases had been correctly  
classified by the variables being used. The results w ere as follows (See 
Table 5): Fewer than half (43.36 percent) of the cases or faculty  were
correctly  classified. Even few er of the faculty  who selected Academically 
Oriented Two-Year College (Group 1) as their first choice for institu tional 
d irection for the VCCS were correctly  classified ~  only 37 percent. Only 
38.5 percen t of the  faculty  who selected  Community-Based Learning 
C enter (Group 2) as their most preferred  institutional direction w ere 
correctly  classified. The functions were most effective  in discrim inating 
faculty  who chose Comprehensive Community College as their top choice. 
57.4 percen t of these cases (Group 3) were correctly  classified. The 
functions were leas t e ffective  in classifying faculty  who selected 
Postsecondary O ccupational Training C enter as their most preferred  
institu tional d irection . A scan t 6.5 percen t of these faculty  were correctly  
classified.
The classification resu lts also indicate how poorly the discrim inant 
functions d iffe ren tia te  between Group 1, Academically Oriented Two- 
Year College, and Group 4, Postsecondary Occupational Training C enter. 
The derived discrim inant functions predicted tha t 35.5 percent of the 
people who actually selected  Postsecondary Occupational Training C enter 
as th e ir preferred  choice for VCCS institutional direction would choose 
Academically Oriented Two-year College.
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O ther data analysis. Although the  prim ary purpose of the survey 
instrum ent was to elicit data  on the independent and dependent variables, 
the survey also requested responses on two questions designed to ascertain 
faculty mem bers' knowledge about the  percentage of institutional and 
System resources com m itted to  the th ree  basic program areas of academic 
(transfer), occupational-technical, and community service.
A frequency distribution of the responses^- (See Tables 6  and 7) 
indicated th a t most faculty do not believe th a t e ither their individual 
institution or the VCCS does or should com m it its resources equally to  
the three programs areas. According to alm ost 90 percen t of the 
responses, the program area of community service, defined as non-credit 
personal in terest courses and cultural activ ities, both does and should 
receive between 0-25 percen t of an individual institu tion 's and the 
System 's resources. Individual institutions are perceived to  make a g rea ter 
com m itm ent of resources to the academ ic (transfer) program area than 
the System does. Over 67 percent thought their own institution was 
com m itting between 26-50 percent of its resources to this program area, 
while only 59 percent thought the System was making a similar 
com m itm ent. Furtherm ore, faculty  think both the System and their own 
institution should make a g rea te r com m itm ent o f resources to this area. 
Almost 79 percent thought th e ir institu tion should be com m itting between
1 Although 226 questionnaires contained responses usable for the 
discrim inant analysis, only 157 (49 percen t of the to ta l sample) contained 
com plete responses on Questions 1 and 2. Thus the figures cited  for 
Questions 1 and 2 are based on a to ta l o f 157 responses.
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26-50 percent of its resources to this area, while 77 percent thought the 
Systems should make the same commitment.
Perceptions about institutional and system-wide com m itm ent of 
resources to the occupational-technical program area were strikingly 
similar. Faculty think both the ir institutions and the System commit a 
g rea ter percentage of resources to th is area than to the academic 
(transfer) area. 3B percent think their own institution commits between 
51-75 percen t of its resources to  the occupational-technical area, while 
only B percent think their institution makes a sim ilar com m itm ent to the 
academic (transfer) area. 39 percent think the System also commits 
between 51-75 percent of its resources to the occupational-technical 
program area, while only 11 percent think the System makes a similar 
com m itm ent to the academic (transfer) area. Faculty also think tha t 
both their institutions and the System should decrease their (estim ated) 
com m itm ent to  the occupational-technical program area. Only 29 percent 
think their institution should commit between 51-75 percent of its 
resources to  this area. The majority ( 6 6  percent) think the institutional 
com m itm ent should be between 26-50 percent. Similarly, only 26 percent 
think the System should commit between 51-75 percent of its resources 
to  the occupational-technical area, while 69 percent think the System's 
com m itm ent should be between 26-50 percent.
Faculty were also asked to  indicate on a scale of 1 to 5 how much 
influence they thought VCCS faculty both have and should have in
90
determining the direction of their own institution (Question 3) and of the 
VCCS (Question 4). The results^ (See Tables 8  and 9) indicate th a t 
faculty  want much more influence than they think they have. Also, 
faculty think they have and should have more influence in determining 
their own institution 's direction than the System 's direction. In 
determining the direction of their own institution, almost 74 percent (159) 
of the respondents think VCCS faculty  have no influence or only a slight 
influence. Almost 98 percent (210) think faculty should have influence 
ranging from moderate to the primary influence. Almost 70 percent 
(152) think faculty should have a major influence or be the primary 
influence. In the determ ination of the institutional direction of the 
VCCS, alm ost 92 percent (197) of the respondents think faculty has no 
influence or only a little  influence. Approximately 93 percent (201) think 
faculty should have influence ranging from m oderate to  the primary 
influence. Over 51 percent (11) think faculty should have a major 
influence or be the primary influence.
An open-ended question was used to  give survey respondents the 
opportunity to comment about present and/or fu ture directions for the 
community college in Virginia. No s ta tis tic a l analysis was attem pted on 
the data generated by this question. All responses to the question are 
included in Appendix D.
2 Only 215 ( 6 6  percent) of the surveys contained complete answers 
to Questions 3 and 4. Thus the figures cited for these questions are 
based on a to ta l of 215 responses.
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Hypotheses
H \ Of the four institu tional directions, th a t of Comprehensive 
Community College will be the one p referred  by the m ajority o f VCCS 
faculty .
On the basis of th e ir top choice for p referred  institu tional direction, 
faculty  w ere placed into one of four groups (one group for each possible 
institu tion direction). The resu lts were as follows:
Number of Approximate
Institu tional D irection Faculty_______ % of Faculty
Academically Oriented
Two-Year College 54 24%
Community-Based
Learning C enter 26 1 1 %
Comprehensive Community
Colleqe 115 51%
Postsecondary Occupational
Training C enter 31 14%
The m ajority (51 percent) of faculty surveyed selected the 
Comprehensive Community Colleqe as their preferred  choice of 
institutional d irection for the VCCS. Thus the hypothesis was accepted.
H2  Of the  four institu tional directions, th a t of Community-Based 
Learning C enter will be the one least p referred  by VCCS faculty .
Since the sm allest number (26) and percentage (11 percent) of faculty  
chose this direction as their top choice, this hypothesis was accepted.
H3  Faculty with the following charac te ris tics  are most likely to 
rank first the institu tional direction of Academically Oriented Two-Year
QA
Colleqe:
a. are over forty  years of age
Since the variable o f age was not found to  be s ta tistica lly  significant 
as a discrim inating variahle, this component of the hypothesis was 
re jected .
b. teach the m ajority o f their courses in academ ic (transfer) 
programs
Since the discrim inant functions w ere not too useful in indicating 
how the discrim inating variables a ffec ted  choice of preferred  institu tional 
d irection, it was decided to examine the  frequency distribution of these 
variable within each group. . Subprogram CROSSTABS was used to 
crosstabulate  the four groups by each o f the four s ta tistica lly  significant 
variables.
According to  data from the  CROSSTABS program , the program area 
in which faculty  teach the m ajority of th e ir courses (Table 10) does not 
seem rela ted  to the preference for the institu tional direction of 
Academically Oriented Two-Year College. 42.6 percen t of the faculty 
who selected  th is direction as their choice prim arily teach  in academ ic 
(transfer) programs, while the same percen t (42.6) teach  primarily in 
occupational-technical program s. Therefore this component of the 
hypothesis was re jected .
c. have more than fifteen  years of experience teaching in the 
community colleqe
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Since the variable of community college teaching was not found to 
be s tatistica lly  significant as a discriminating variable, this component 
of the hypothesis was rejected .
d. have teaching experience a t a four-year colleqe or university
Since this variable was not found to be s ta tistica lly  significant as
a discrim inating variable, this component of the hypothesis was rejected .
e. have a doctorate
According to data from the CROSSTABS program (Table 11), of the 
people who have doctorates, the largest number (18) prefers 
Comprehensive Community College as their top choice for institutional 
direction. Only 6  people with doctorates selected Academically Oriented 
Two-Year College. Also, of those who selected  Academically Oriented 
Two-Year College, only 11.1 percent of them had doctorates, the sm allest 
percentage of doctorate  holders in any of the four groups. Therefore, 
th is component of the hypothesis was rejected .
H4  Faculty with the following characteristics are most likely to 
rank firs t the institutional direction Comprehensive Community College;
a. are less than forty-one year of age
Since the variable of age was not found to be sta tistica lly  significant 
as a discriminating variable, this component of the hypothesis was 
re jected .
b. teach the  majority of their courses in occupational-technical
programs
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TABLE 11. C ro ss ta b u la tio n  o f V ariab le  H ighest Degree, by 
I n s t i t u t i o n a l  D ire c tio n
V ariab le
Count 
Row P e t 
Col P e t 
Tot P e t
I n s t i t u t i o n a l  D ire c tio n Row
T o ta l
AOTYC CBLC CCC POTC
O ther 3 0 4 1 8
37.5 0 .0 50.0 12.5 3.5
5 .6 0 .0 3 .5 3.2
1 .3 0 .0 1 .8 0 .4
A sso c ia te 1 0 1 1 3
33.3 0 .0 33.3 33.3 1 .3
1 .9 0 .0 0 .9 3.2
0 .4 0 .0 0 .4 0 .4
B achelors 9
42.9
16.7
4 .0
1
4 .8
3 .8  
0 .4
8
38.1
7 .0
3.5
3
14.3
9.7
1.3
21
9.3
M asters 34 18 83 20 155
21.9 11.6 53.5 12.9
63.0 69.2 72.2 64.5
15.0 8 .0 36.7 8 .8
P ostm asters 1 0 1 1 3
33.3 0 .0 33.3 33.3 1 .3
1 .9 0 .0 0 .9 3.2
0 .4 0 .0 0 .4 0 .4
D octorate 6 7 18 5 36
16.7 19.4 50.0 13.9 15.9
11.1 26 .9 15.7 16.1
2 .7 3 .1 8 .0 2.2
Column
T o ta l
54 26 115 31
23.9 11.5 50 .9  13.7
226
1 0 0 .0
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According to  data from the CROSSTABS program (Table 10), alm ost 
60 percent (59.1) of the faculty  who selected  Comprehensive Community 
College as their top choice for instutional direction teach the majority 
o f their courses in occupational-technical programs. Also, almost 60 
percent (58.6) of the survey respondents who teach prim arily in the 
occupational-technical programs chose Comprehensive Community College 
as their preferred institutional direction. Therefore, this component of 
the hypothesis was accepted.
c. have less than sixteen years of experience teaching in the 
community college
Since this variable was not found to be statistically  significant as 
a discriminating variable, this component of the hypothesis was rejected .
d. have teaching experience in the secondary school
Since this variable was not found to  be statistically  significant as
a discrim inating variable, this component of the hypothesis was rejected .
e. have some adm inistrative duties
Since this variable was not found to  be statistically  significant as 
a discrim inating variable, this component of the hypothesis was rejected .
f. have taught a continuing education course a t their institution
Since this variable was not found to  be statistically  significant as
a discrim inating variable, this component of the hypothesis was rejected .
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g. do not have a doctorate
According to data from the CROSSTABS program (Table 11), 50 
percent of the faculty who have doctorates chose Comprehensive 
Community College as their p referred  institutional direction. Since having 
a doctorate does not seem to a ffec t negatively a faculty m em ber's 
preference for this direction, this component of the hypothesis was 
rejected .
H5  Faculty with the following characteristics are most likely to 
rank first the  institutional direction of Postsecondary Occupational 
Training C enter;
a. teach  the m ajority of their courses in the occupational-technical 
program areas
According to data from the CROSSTABS program (Table 12), more 
faculty (51.6 percent) who have Postsecondary Occupational Training 
C enter as their preferred institutional direction teach  the majority of 
their courses in academ ic (transfer) ra ther than in occupational-technical 
program (45.2 percent). Therefore, this component o f the hypothesis was 
rejected .
b. have teaching experience a t a vocational-technical cen ter or a t 
a proprietary school
According to the data from the CROSSTABS program (Table 12), 
of the 33 faculty who have had this teaching experience, only 18.2 percent 
of them  chose Postsecondary Occupational Training C enter as their 
preferred institutional direction. 36.4 percent of them preferred
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Comprehensive Community College and 30.3 percent of them preferred  
Academically Oriented Two-Year College. Therefore, th is component of 
the hypothesis was re jected .
c. have no academ ic degree higher than a bachelor's degree 
According to  data from the CROSSTABS program (Table 11), of the 
32 faculty  who had no academic degree higher than a bachelor's degree, 
only 5 of them or 15.6 percent selected  Postsecondary Occupational 
Training C enter as their preferred direction. 13 faculty each (40.6 
percent) preferred Academically Oriented Two-Year College and 
Comprehensive Community College. Therefore, this component of the 
hypothesis was re jected .
Summary of D ata Analysis
The following hypotheses were accepted;
H j Of the four institutional directions, th a t of Comprehensive 
Community College will be the one preferred  by the m ajority of VCCS 
faculty .
H2  Of the four institutional directions, th a t of Community-Based 
Learning C enter will be the one least preferred  by VCCS faculty .
H4  Faculty with the following characteris tics  are most likely to 
rank firs t the institutional direction of Comprehensive Community College. '
b. teach the  m ajority of their course in the  occupational-technical 
program areas.
The following hypotheses were re jected ;
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H3  Faculty with the following characteristics are most likely to 
rank first the institutional direction of Academically Oriented Two-Year 
College:
a. are over forty years of age
b. teach the  m ajority of the ir courses in the academ ic (transfer) 
programs
c. have more than fifteen  years o f community college teaching 
experience
d. have teaching experience a t a four-year college or university
e. have a doctorate
H4  Faculty with the  following characteristics are most likely to 
rank firs t the institutional direction of Comprehensive Community College:
a. are less than forty years o f age
c. have less than sixteen years of experience teaching in the 
community college
d. have teaching experience in the secondary school
e. have some adm inistrative experience
f. have taught continuing education course(s) a t their institution
g. do not have a doctorate
H5  Faculty with the following characteristics are most likely to 
rank first the institutional direction of Postsecondary Occupational 
Training C enter:
a . are less than forty-one years o f age
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b. teach  the m ajority of the ir courses in the occupational-technical 
program area
c. have teaching experience a t a vocational-technical c en te r or a t 
a proprietary school
d. have no academ ic degree higher than a bachelor's degree 
Discussion
What em erges from the  data generated by this study is a perspective 
on what the community college faculty  in one s ta te  — Virginia — desire 
the institu tion in which they teach to  be. Most desire e ither the s ta tu s  
quo or the  trad itional conception of a college, while few desire the 
rad ical departures envisioned by community college leaders nationally and 
statew ide.
A m ajority (51 percent) of the  faculty  whose responses were analyzed 
chose Comprehensive Community College — defined as an institution 
which "includes and em phasizes equally academ ic (transfer), occupational- 
technical, and community service programs" — as the ir top choice for 
fu ture institu tional d irection for the VCCS. Of the four directions or 
options given on the questionnaire, this one is the closest to being what 
the community college in Virginia presently is. Perhaps for th is reason 
it was the direction most frequently selected . However, an indication 
th a t respondents to  the survey do not fully suport th is concept of the 
community college is seen in the s ta tis tic s  generated  by the questions 
asking faculty  to indicate w hat percentage of institu tional and System 
resources should be com m itted to  the th ree  program  areas. If respondents
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believed each of the three program areas should be emphasized equally, 
assumedly they would believe th a t resources should be equally divided 
among the three program areas. However, as s ta ted  earlier, most of 
the respondents do not believe th a t e ither thBir institution or the VCCS 
should commit its resources equally to these areas. Specifically, the 
respondents indicated a preference for the Community Service area to 
receive between 0-25 percent of the resources while the other two areas 
should receive between 26-50 percent of the resources.
Although the majority of the respondents selected Comprehensive 
Community College as their top choice for institutional direction for the 
VCCS, another significant segment (24 percent) chose Academically 
Oriented Two-Year College, thus indicating a preference th a t the  Virginia 
community college become a more Academically oriented institution with 
a general education core curriculum required of all students. Such an 
institution would provide an education very sim ilar to what most 
community college faculty probably received in their first two years of 
undergraduate school. Both preferences -- tha t for the Comprehensive 
Community College and th a t for the academically Oriented Two-Year 
College -- re flec t a desire for what the average faculty member is e ither 
presently experiencing (the sta tus quo of the  comprehensive community 
college) or for what he probably experienced when he was in college (a 
traditional, academically oriented institution).
Some VCCS faculty are more adventurous, however. 14 percent of 
them desire an institution devoted primarily to occupational training with
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lim ited offerings in humanities and the sciences, an institution very unlike 
the  ones in which these faculty presently teach or were taught. An even 
sm aller percentage ( 1 1  percent) desire a radical departure from their 
present and past collegiate experiences. These faculty want their 
institution to be a place where the traditional structure  of credit hours 
and courses leading to  certification  of the student is dispensed with in 
favor of the establishm ent of a community learning network (with the 
institution a t the center) whereby would-be learners are linked up with 
available learning resources.
Whatever it is th a t makes a faculty  member desire a particular 
direction is still not clear. Previous research indicated th a t occupational- 
technical faculty are more supportive of community service than are 
faculty in academic (transfer) programs. Although' the present study did 
not directly address faculty  support of community service programs, the 
concept of community service seems integral to G leazer’s vision of the 
community-based learning center. In this study occupational-technical 
faculty were no more supportive of the Community-Based Learning C enter 
direction than were academic (transfer) faculty. Previous research also 
indicated tha t faculty teaching since the la te  1950s and early 1960s are 
more supportive of the academically oriented tw o-year college than are 
faculty who began teaching the community college in la te r years. 
Although few faculty in the present study have been teaching in the 
community college for over twenty years, of those who have, there was 
no trend toward support of the Academically Oriented Two-Year College.
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The one way in which the results of this study concurred with previous 
research was in the  finding th a t faculty teaching prim arily in occupational- 
technical programs are more likely to  support the mission of the 
comprehensive community college than are faculty who teach  the majority 
of their courses in academ ic (transfer) programs. This correlation between 
teaching prim arily in occupational-technical programs and support of the 
institutional direction of Comprehensive Community College is the only 
c lear correlation to  emerge from this study.
Regardless of why a VCCS faculty  member p refers a specific 
direction, it is c lear th a t the faculty member w ants to have some influence 
in determining institutional directions. Usually believing he has little  or 
no influence in determining the direction of his own institution, le t alone 
th a t of the System in which his institution is a member, the average 
VCCS faculty member wants the faculty  to be a major or even the 
primary influence in determining institutional directions.
If VCCS faculty  did have the influence they desire in determining 
institutional directions, it is clear th a t the community college in'V irginia 
would remain as it is -- an institution which offers something for everyone 
but within the traditional college structu re  of cred it hours, courses, and 
degrees.
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SUMMARY
Overview
The community college lack 9  a strong institu tional identity among 
the general public, among those in higher education and among its own 
faculty . Its lack of a strong identity , although useful during its expansion 
period in the la te  1950s and 1960s, is now potentially  a major drawback. 
As the  community college com petes with the o ther institutions of higher 
education for hard sought p rivate donations, re luc tan t government funding, 
and declining numbers of students, its  lack of a distinct institu tional 
identity  may hinder its e ffo rts  to  gain financial support and students.
These economic considerations may well force the  community college 
during the next decade to seek actively a strong institutional identity. 
Possible identities or institu tional directions include its  continuance as a 
comprehensive community college or its em ergence into an academ ically 
oriented tw o-year college, a community-based learning cen ter, or a 
postsecondary occupational training cen ter.
In order for any one of these identities to be successful in the 
sense of becoming widely known and accepted by the general public, by 
those in higher education, and by those making the funding decisions, it 
m ust firs t be supported by the community college's key personnel --  the 
facu lty . Without strong support by the faculty , a new direction or identity
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for the community college has little  chance of success, while an existing 
direction may flounder because faculty are  not genuinely com m itted to it. 
S tatem ent of Problem
Since some of the decision makers in Virginia seem to be desirous 
of identifying the community college in Virginia as primarily a 
postsecondary occupational training cen te r, these decision makers should 
be cognizant of the preferences of the Virignia Community College System 
(VCCS) faculty for this as well as for o ther possible institutional directions 
for the System. In addition, these decision makers should know what 
faculty characteristics, if any, a ffec t faculty  preferences fo r the possible 
institutional directions. Information about the relationship between 
certain  faculty  characteristics and faculty preferences for specific 
institutional directions may be useful in the future hiring decisions.-*- For 
example, if the VCCS wishes to move in the direction of postsecondary 
occupational training center, it may find it advisable to hire faculty with 
the characteristics re lated  to  support of th is direction.
The present study was designed to determ ine VCCS faculty 
preferences for four possible institutional directions and to explore possible 
relationships between twelve faculty characteristics and faculty 
preferences for these institutional directions. Also investigated were 
VCCS facu lty 's  perceptions of institutional and System-wide comm itm ent
1 Judith S. Eaton, "Judging Community Colleges: Look a t Student 
Success," C JC J (September 1982), p. 21.
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of resources to  program areas and perceptions of the ir own influence in 
determ ining institutional and System directions.
Sample and D ata Gathering Procedures
From the en tire  VCCS full-tim e teaching faculty , which was first 
s tra tified  along the  variable of institu tional size, a sam ple of 323 faculty 
members was system atically  selected  to  ensure a rep resen tative  sample 
size a t  the .05 percent confidence level.
Each of the 323 faculty  members in the  sample was mailed a survey 
questionnaire developed by the researcher. The questionnaire, which 
consisted of both close- and open-ended questions, prim arily asked faculty 
to rank order their preferences for four institu tional directions and 
requested information abourt certain  faculty  charac te ris tics. Inform ation 
about o ther desired faculty charac te ris tics  was obtained either from  the 
VCCS Personnel O ffice or from VCCS college catalogs. Appropriate 
steps w ere taken to  ensure a high response ra te .
Data Analysis
Multiple discrim inant function analysis was used to determ ine 
whether the independent variables of faculty  charac te ris tics  could 
d ifferen tia te  betw een the four categories or groups of the dependent 
variable, faculty preferences for institu tional directions. F irst, a stepwise 
procedure involving Wilks' lambda was used to selec t the  most 
discrim inating variables. These variables were then used to derive three 
discrim inant functions, which w ere te sted  in various ways to determ ine 
their significance or discrim inating power. Finally, the 226 cases in the
I l l
study (70 percent response ra te ) w ere classified by means of the  th ree  
discrim inant functions derived from the  analysis to  check the 
discrim inating power of the functions.
Conclusions
P references for institu tional direction. The resu lts of the  study 
indicate th a t m ost VCCS faculty  p refer th a t the community college in 
Virginia rem ain largely as it is — a comprehensive community college 
— or th a t it become more like the  trad itional view o f a college, an 
academ ically oriented a lbeit tw o-year institu tion. Over half of the 
respondents selected  Comprehensive Community College as their most 
p re ferred  institu tional direction, while 24 percent chose Academically 
O riented Two-Year College. Few faculty  seem  to p re fe r the  more radical 
d irections: only 14 percent of the faculty  who responded selected
Postsecondary Occupational Training C enter as the ir top choice, and only 
11 percent selected  G leazer's  vision of the Community-Based Learning 
C enter.
Relationship of faculty  charac te ris tics  to  preferences. W hatever it 
is th a t makes a VCCS faculty  m ember p re fe r one institu tional direction 
to  another has not been clarified  by this study. Although four variables 
or faculty  charac te ris tics  (program area of m ajority of courses, highest 
degree held, vocational-technical or proprietary  school teaching 
experience, and sex) were found to  be s ta tis tica lly  significant, only one 
o f them , program area of m ajority o f courses, seemed to  have a c lea r 
correlation  with a specific preference: Faculty who taught the m ajority
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of their courses in occupational-technical programs were more likely to  
rank first the direction of Comprehensive Community College than were 
faculty teaching prim arily in academ ic (transfer) programs. O ther studies 
of community college faculty have also found th a t occupational-technical 
faculty are apt to  be very supportive of the comprehensive community 
college.^
The lack of any c lear correlation between most faculty
characteristics and preferences for specific institutional directions may 
be seen as evidence supporting the study's general hypothesis: The
heterogeneity of VCCS fa c u lty  negatively a ffec ts  their unanimity for any
one institutional direction desired by national and s ta te  leaders of the 
community college. VCCS faculty were hardly unanimous in their support 
of any one direction. Although the  majority (51 percent) of the
respondents selected Comprehensive Community College as their most 
preferred  direction, a large portion (49 percent) of the  faculty did not 
select this direction but preferred others.
The widely varying backgrounds of the VCCS faculty  may have been 
a facto r in this lack of unanimity. For example, the academ ic background 
of the respondents varied widely from those possessing only an associate 's 
degree or less to those holding a doctorate. Specifically, 11 percent had 
an associate or bachelor's degree, almost 70 percent had a m aster's
^ Larry L. Leslie, "Acceptance of the  Community College Philosophy 
Among Faculty of Two-Year Institutions," Educational Administration 
(Spring 1973), p. 61; "Which Faculty Members Are Satisfied?", C JC J 
(March 1974), p. 56.
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degree, and 16 percent had a doctorate. The professional backgrounds 
of the faculty also varied widely. 39 percent of the respondents had 
taught a t a secondary school, 4B percent a t a four-year college or 
university, and 15 percent a t a vocational-technical or proprietary school, 
while others had had no prior teaching experience. Although correlations 
between specific academ ic backgrounds and/or prior professional 
experiences were not found in this study, the diversity of academic 
backgrounds and professional experiences may have been a fac to r in the 
failure of any one institutional direction to receive the unanimous or 
nearly unanimous support of the VCCS faculty.
Perceptions concerning institutional and System comm itm ent of 
resources to program areas. Although the m ajority of survey respondents 
ra ted  the  Comprehensive Community College as their most preferred 
institutional direction, they apparently did not fully support the concept 
of a comprehensive community college, defined in this study as an 
institution which emphasizes equally the three program areas of academic 
(transfer), occupational-technical, and community service. If equal 
emphasis is construed to mean equal com m itm ent of resources, many 
faculty did not believe th a t their own institution or the  System should 
com m it available resources equally to the th ree program areas. Most 
respondents (90 percent) thought community service should receive only 
between 0-25 percent of the resources. Over 75 percent thought academ ic 
(transfer) programs should receive between 26-50 percent of the resources,
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while over 65 percent thought occupational-technical programs should 
receive a sim ilar com m itm ent of resources.
Perceptions of faculty influence in determining institutional and 
System directions. Survey respondents believed VCCS faculty have little  
influence in determining the direction of their own institution and even 
less in determining the System ’s direction. However, respondents believed 
they should have a significant influence in determining the institutional 
direction. Almost 70 percent of the respondents believed faculty should 
have a major influence or be the primary influence in determining the 
direction o f their own institution, while 51 percent thought faculty should 
have a sim ilar influence in determining the  direction o f the System. 
Discussion
The resu lts of this study suggest th a t the identity problem of the 
community college will increase if its leaders a ttem pt to move the 
institution in a direction radically d ifferen t from the prevailing direction 
of the comprehensive community college. Faculty seem accepting of 
this direction perhaps because it allows for both academic and 
occupational-technical degree granting programs as well as for community 
service endeavors -- something for everyone.
Some community college faculty are also desirous that their 
institution become a more academically oriented one. Such a preference 
may stem  from a desire tha t the institution in which they teach should
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match more closely th a t of the ir own collegiate experience-' or perhaps 
may derive from a desire for g rea ter professional status. ^  These faculty 
may be viewing higher education in term s of an educational pyramid, 
with "the colleges and universities closest to Europe historically and 
geographically"^ a t its apex and with institutions, such as the community 
college, which deviate widely from the European models, at the base. 
These faculty may believe they will have g rea ter professional status if 
their institution moves away from its comprehensive nature to become 
a more academically oriented two-year college, one th a t would 
deemphasize or even do away with diploma and certifica te  programs in 
occupational-technical areas and would encourage the growth of more 
academic (transfer) programs for the tw o-year degree. To some two- 
year faculty, "academic transfer education . . .  is more commensurate 
with their conception of what higher education is and does and affords 
them a more im portant function and prestigeful self-image within tha t 
world of higher education."^
^ John J. Connolly, "Community Colleqes in the 1980s," Educational 
Record (Fall 1981), p. 40.
^ Norman L. Friedm an, "Comprehensiveness and Higher Education: 
A Sociologist's View of Public Junior College Trends," AAUP Bulletin 
(Winter 1966), pp. 417-423.
Henry Ebel and Morton Margules, "Status in Higher Education: 
The Pyramid Is Inverted," CHE, April 4, 1981, p. 69.
^ Friedman, p. 421.
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Whatever the ir reasons for preferring the institutional directions of 
Academically Oriented Two-Year College or Comprehensive Community 
College, few faculty in this study preferred  the directions which were a 
radical departure from the  trad itional or conventional. Specifically, only 
14 percent of the faculty preferred Postsecondary Occupational Training 
C enter as their top choice for institutional direction. Those who chose 
this direction were indicating their preference for an institution which 
prim arily offers occupational training, often in cooperation with industrial 
establishm ents, and has very lim ited offerings in the humanities and social 
and natural sciences. The lack of desire for such an institution may 
indicate a lack of comm itm ent by faculty members to occupational- 
technical education, or it may indicate th a t community college faculty 
members do not want occupational-technical education to be the primary 
reason for their institu tion 's existence. Certainly the lack of support 
for this direction combined with the support for the direction of 
Academically Oriented Two-Year College, as indicated in this study, would 
seem to cast doubt upon the view espoused by Gene Bottoms, Executive 
D irector o f the American Vocational Association, who has s ta ted  the 
following about community colleges:
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These colleges are distinguished by the clarity  of 
their mission to  prepare youth and adults for 
employment. All who work in these institutions 
know th a t vocational/technical education is a 
primary reason for the institu tion 's existence, and 
th a t this purpose and reason is backed up by 
adm inistrative action. The president or 
chancellor of such an institution sends a variety 
of signals, continuously, to help the faculty 
understand this, and the faculty them selves have 
bought this mission. They are not divided about 
it . 7
Comments by some of the faculty in this study would seem to
contradict Bottoms' view th a t faculty ''are not divided" about the place
of vocational or occupational-technical education in the community
college. Given the opportunity to s ta te  anything they wanted to  say
about the present and/or possible future directions for the community
college in Virginia, some faculty in the study responded as follows:
I think the Community College System has taken 
a dangerous turn toward training technicians, and 
is turning away from the areas (humanities, arts, 
languages, history) which give meaning, depth, 
and a sense of responsibility to life.
. . .  we m ust resist the pressure to  become purely 
occupational centers, funneling the lower and 
lower middle classes into boring, low paying, dead 
end jobs. The academic transfer programs 
provide the opportunity for people to obtain the 
broad educational background needed for real 
success.
I believe it would be extrem ely shortsighted of 
the Commonwealth to move farther toward 
emphasizing occupational training which 
necessarily implies deemphasizing education in
7  Gene Bottoms, "Executive D irections: Focus on the Community
College," VocEd (September 1983), p. 16.
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the humanities, social sciences, and natural 
sciences. Hopefully the  Commonwealth will 
realize th a t the educational system needs to 
produce citizens with all th a t implies and not 
just productive autom ations for the industrial 
process. It will require all our intelligence and 
ability to survive humanely in the decades ahead, 
and th a t certainly means more than just earning 
a living!
Such com m ents seem to  indicate a lim ited acceptance of the  occupational- 
technical programs and certainly indicate a desire th a t these programs 
do not become the raison d 'e tre  for the community college.
Most faculty in this study were also not in support of G leazer's 
vision of the Community-Based Learning C enter. Only 11 percent of the 
respondents selected th is direction as their top choice. Failure of faculty 
to support this direction may stem  from several causes, including the 
belief th a t it would not be economically feasible and concern about what 
role they would play in such an institution.
Faculty in this study may have been deterred from  selecting the 
Community-Based Learning C enter as their top choice for institutional 
direction because of economic considerations. According to Breneman 
and Nelson,
proponents of such cen ters  will not find in 
economic analysis strong support for heavy 
federal or s ta te  subsidies of the cen ters and their 
students. Arguments stressing other than 
economic values will have to  be developed and 
sold politically before this vision of the 
community college becomes reality.®
8  David W. Breneman and Susan C. Nelson, Financing Community
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Selling this idea to politicians in Virginia, a fiscally conservative s ta te , 
may have seemed highly unlikely to VCCS faculty, who thus decided to 
choose a more feasible institutional direction.
Another reason why so few faculty selected Community-Based 
Learning C enter as their top choice may have been their concern about 
w hat their ro le in such an institution would be. Their concern is valid, 
for if the community college were to evolve into a Community-Based 
Learning C enter, the role of the  faculty member would change drastically. 
According to  Gleazer, faculty  would no longer function in a "college of 
faculty  member, desk, classroom, students, and textbook"^ but would 
partic ipate  in a setting which stressed "laboratory and shop staffing, 
counseling, assessment, and in terpretation of community educational 
needs, clinical supervision, and the development of learning contracts, 
and other means toward learning ."-*-1-1
G leazer acknowledges the  difficulty of getting faculty to accept 
this change in their role. To do so, he says, "demands an educational 
leadership which is rare  and probably not found or understood a t many 
institu tions."!! He has fu rther s ta ted  th a t extensive use of part-tim e
(cont.)
Colleges (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1981), p. 215.
9 Edmund J . G leazer, The Community College; Values, Vision, & 
Vitality (Washington, D.C.: AACJC, 1980), pp. 172-3.
1** G leazer, p. 173.
Gleazer, p. 173.
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faculty is probably a necessary means for achieving institutional change,1 2  
since part-tim e faculty may be less resistan t to change than full-tim e 
faculty, especially when the present full-tim e faculty  are used to a role 
which would change dram atically if G leazer's vision were to become a 
reality .
W hatever their reasons for not preferring the direction of 
Community-Based Learning C enter, faculty in this study made clear their 
lack of support for this direction. However, no direction in the study 
received overwhelming support. Although 51 percent of the faculty 
selected Comprehensive Community College as the ir top chioce, nearly 
half of the faculty selected  other directions.
Failure of the faculty as a group to support with near unanimity 
any one institutional direction for the VCCS may stem  from their 
demographic diversity. Community college faculty as a group are more 
heterogeneous than faculty in o ther educational institu tions,1 ^ and the 
faculty in this study were no exception. Their diversity on a number of 
the variables in the study has already been documented.
Even when faculty in the study seem ed fairly homogeneous on a 
specific variable, a closer look might reveal heterogeneity within the 
homogeneity. For example, data on the variable of highest academic
12 S tatem ent by Edmund Gleazer, personal conversation, Hampton, 
Virginia, April 7, 1983.
1^ Arthur M. Cohen and Florence B. Brawer, The American 
Community College (5an Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1982), p. 6 6 .
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degree held indicated th a t alm ost 70 percent of the faculty had a m aster's  
degree. Thus the academ ic background of the faculty would seem to be 
fairly homogeneous. However, the acquiring of this degree may have 
occurred in several d ifferent ways th a t would a ffec t the commonality of 
outlook presumed to be indicated by the homogeneity on this variable. 
One faculty member may have worked part-tim e on his M aster's degree 
for several years, while teaching full-tim e a t  the secondary school level. 
Another faculty member may have acquired her m aster's  degree, plus 
some years of advanced study, while also working as a graduate assistant 
a t  the institution granting her degree. Still another faculty member in 
an occupational-technical program may have earned his m aster's  while 
being a full-tim e faculty member a t the community college. This 
heterogeneity within a variable on which there seems to be much 
homogeneity is another factor adding to the unlikelihood of the faculty 
having a near unanimous viewpoint as a group.
Even though community college faculty 's  unanimity of perspective 
on directions for the community college seems highly unlikely because 
of their heterogeneity , their unanimity or near unanimity should still be 
desired and sought by national and s ta te  community college leaders. As 
Clark has s ta ted  in his theory of organizational saga, the support of 
senior faculty, the key personnel in an educational institution, is v ital if 
a leader wishes his vision for an institution to survive and flourish.
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Without the facu lty 's  support, the leader's  a ttem p ts  to  embody the vision
will fa lte r  and eventually f a i l . ^
Although C lark 's  belief in the im portance o f faculty  support is just
part of his theory o f organizational saga, he is not alone in stressing the
im portance of faculty  influence in an educational institu tion. According
to Richard Miller,
Faculty members are a t the heart of the 
collegiate enterprise and constitu te  an 
institu tion 's most stable com ponent. Professors 
with tenure  rem ain, while deans and presidents 
come and go. Inasmuch as the teaching and 
learning of youth and adults are the  essence of 
a college or university, the  quality, dedication, 
and m orale of the faculty  are crucial to the
whole e f f o r t .^
M iller and C lark are em phatic th a t senior faculty  are a potent focre 
within an educational institution, for they continue on a t the institution 
long a f te r  a visionary leader has le ft. If com m itted to  a vision, they 
can "p ro tect it against la te r  leaders and other new partic ipan ts who, less 
pure in belief, m ight turn the organization in some o ther direction."-^
1^  Burton R. Clark, "The O rganizational Saga in Higher Education," 
Governing Academic Organizations, eds. Gary Riley and Victor Baldridge 
(Berkeley: McCutchan Publishing, 1977), p. 104.
15 Richard I. Miller, The Assessment of College Perform ance (San 
Francisco: Oossey-Bass, 1980), pp. 70-71.
Clark, p. 104.
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Although Gleazer has acknowledged the importance of faculty 
support for the mission of the community college,*7 jn his proposal to 
make extensive use of part-tim e faculty  to  e ffec t his vision of the 
community-based learning cen te r, G leazer seems to be disregarding the 
im portance of full-tim e facu lty 's  support for his vision. Apparently to 
G leazer it seems easier to hire new, part-tim e faculty for the center 
than to win the support of the existing full-tim e faculty. It may be 
easier initially to do so, but C lark 's theory of organizational saga suggests 
the e ffo rt to gain the support of full-tim e faculty would be well worth 
the  difficulty in the long run. As a stable, enduring group, their support 
is vital to the sustained success of any institutional direction.
G leazer's proposed direction of Community-Based Learning C enter 
has received the support of many other community college leaders.*® It 
also received the backing of the powerful AACJC during the 1970s when 
Gleazer was president of this organization.*^ However, the direction 
does not seem  to have the support of the community college faculty, as 
evidenced in a report of a 1979 field te s t of the Community College 
Goals Inventory and by this study. The 1979 field te s t  results indicated 
th a t community college faculty believed the two goals of lifelong learning
*7 Edmund J. G leazer, "To Deliver on the Promise - The Central 
Issue," A Day at Santa Fe (Gainesville: Santa Fe Junior College 19 ), pp. 
4-5.
*® David W. Breneman and Susan C. Nelson, "Financing Community 
Colleges: The Brookings Study," C JC J (May 1981), p. 15.
*^ Cohen and Brawer, p. 5.
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and community services, both of which are integral to the direction of 
the Community-Based Learning C enter, were given higher priority by 
their colleges than they should be. Faculty thought the goal of lifelong 
learning was ranked fourth in priority but should be ranked only tenth 
(out of 2 0  goals), while the goal of community services was ranked
fourteenth but should be ranked eighteenth .2^ The VCCS faculty in this 
study were unenthusiastic about this direction: only 1 1  percent made it 
their top choice for institutional direction for the VCCS. Thus, many 
of the leaders of the community college desire a direction for the
institution th a t many of its  faculty do not seem to support.
This disparity between what the leaders and the faculty desire for
the institution may stem  from several sources. When Garrision conducted
his study of junior college faculty in the 1960s, one faculty member
wrote to  him about the claims made for the junior college by its leaders:
I wonder whether maybe our adm inistrators, the 
American Association of Junior Colleges, and 
other so-called "spokesmen" for junior colleges 
may not be confusing incantation with actuality  
or substituting perfectly  honest hopes for 
rea lity .2-1-
A fter stating this faculty m em ber's viewpoint, Garrison noted, "In varying
2^ K. P atric ia  Cross, "Community College on the P lateau," JHE 
(March/April 1981), p. 115.
2* Roger H. Garrison, Junior College Faculty: Issues and Problems 
(Washington, D.C.: AAJC, 1967), p. 44.
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degree, depending upon their local situation, faculty on other campuses 
agreed, both in principle and in detail, to these com m ents . . . . " 2 2
Although Garrison's study was conducted alm ost twenty years ago 
(hence the references to  junior instead of community college faculty), 
today 's community college faculty still need to be concerned th a t the 
"spokesmen" or leaders of the community college do not perceive the 
actuality  of what the community college is and/or aspire to visions for 
the institution which are probably unrealistic and possibly very undesirable 
to many faculty . The leaders do not seem to be attuned to the "rank 
and file" of the community college movement — the full-tim e faculty.
One result of the disparity between what the leaders and the faculty 
desire for the  institution is the continuance of the identity problem of 
the community college. Leaders espouse one vision or possible identity 
for the institution while faculty desire another or a t least do not desire 
the one espoused by the institu tion 's leaders. The leaders thus become 
leaders in name only, for no one is following - -  a t least not the faculty, 
those people whose daily activ ities are the lite ra l m anifestation of any 
identity envisioned by the leaders and those people whose support is v ital 
to the success of any desired identity. U ntil th a t support is gained, 
visions of various community college "leaders" will appear in the pages 
of professional journals and other publications but will find no other 
rea lity . The identity of the community college will continue to be vague
22 Garrision, p. 45.
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and indistinct, allowing something for everyone but prohibiting a 
"definition full of pride and id e n tity "^  for its members — in short, an 
organizational saga.
Limitations of Study
The generalizability of the resu lts of this study is lim ited due to 
two factors. (1) The sample was a nonprobabilistic one since the faculty 
were listed in alphabetical order on the lists used in the  system atic 
sampling. (2) Since faculty  in this study were members o f a statew ide 
system of community colleges, the results may be generalizable only to 
o ther community college faculty members who teach in a . statewide 
system of community colleges. As of 1977 seventeen s ta tes  had systems 
of community colleges which were regulated or governed by a s ta te  board 
of community c o lle g e s .^  In such a system , a particu lar community 
college's institutional direction is determ ined not by the community 
college itse lf but by the central offices controlling the system . When 
asked to  indicate preferences for institutional directions, faculty in a 
system of community colleges such as the VCCS may be influenced by 
their knowledge of system  constraints placed upon individual institutions. 
For example, some faculty in this study may have preferred th a t their 
own institution head toward the direction of Academically Oriented Two-
23 Clark, p. 99.
2b Breneman and Nelson, Financing Community Colleges, p. 28.
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Year College; however these same faculty may have believed the VCCS 
would never support such a direction, so there was no point in selecting it.
Another lim itation was the methodology itself, the use of a mail
survey to elicit faculty responses. Although mail surveys are an efficien t 
way of gathering data since they usually require far less tim e of
respondents than would an inteview and they enable the researcher to
collect data conveniently when members of the sample group are spread 
throughout an entire s ta te , still the survey as an instrum ent for eliciting 
responses is prone to error from several s o u r c e s ^  guch as 
misunderstanding of the  questions by the respondents; hasty, poorly thought 
out replies; "untruthful"26replies; and "subjective evaluation of the 
responses."^
Since the survey instrum ent used in th is research was created  by 
the researcher and had not been tested  in previous research, it too was 
a lim itation. However, appropriate steps such as pretesting the 
questionnaire were taken to  make the instrum ent as reliable and valid a 
measure as possible. Since close-ended questions, which are typically 
used on a questionnaire, "may force an opinion on an issue on which there
25 Mildred Parten , Surveys, Polls and Samples (New York: Harper 
& Brothers, 1950), pp. 403-424; Pauline V. Young, Scientific Social Surveys 
and Research (4th ed.; Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-H all 1966), pp. 212-13.
2^ Parten , p. 409.
27 Young, p. 212.
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is none,"28 an open-ended question was used to conclude the questionnaire 
so th a t "the respondent's fram e of reference, knowledge and/or experience 
. . . (could also) be detected."29 
Implications for Future Research
One of the  major questions which this research a ttem pted  to answer 
was which of the faculty characteristics used as independent variables 
in the  study influenced faculty preferences for various institutional 
directions. The topic needs fu rther investigation since this study has not 
clarified just why it is th a t a specific faculty member prefers a particular 
institutional direction. Future research could a ttem pt to examine other 
variables which might a ffec t a faculty m em ber's preferences. For 
example, desire for g rea ter professional status may be a fac to r in one's 
choice of institutional direction. Therefore, questions could be asked to 
determ ine if faculty members are pleased with their professional status 
a t the present-day community college or if they would p refer a different 
status. Responses on this variable could then be examined in relationship 
to preferences for specific institutional directions to  determ ine if a 
correlation between the two variables exists.
Another potential a rea  of research would be to examine other 
aspects of C lark's theory of organizational saga in relation to the
28 Jean Royer Dyer, Understanding and Evaluating Educational 
Research (Reading, M assachusetts: Addision-Wesley Publishing, 1977), p. 
159.
29 Dyer, p. 159.
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community college. For exam ple, Clark views the support of three 
"group s of believers"3*^ as necessary to the qrowth and m aintenance of 
a saga since each of these qroups is a key elem ent in an educational 
organization. The support of one of the groups, the faculty , has been 
examined in this study. The support of the other two groups, the alumni 
and the students, might also be examined. Just as faculty  in this study 
were asked to  rank order their p references for various institutional 
directions for the community college, so too could community college 
alumni and students be asked. Also, the relationship between selected  
variables (ex. age, education, m ajor, and grades) and choice of institu tional 
direction could be explored.
Although Clark does not include adm inistrators as one of the key 
elem ents in an educational organization, it might be fruitfu l to study 
also the preferences o f adm inistrators for various institu tional directions 
fo r the community college. It would be in teresting  to  see if adm inistrators 
w ere more receptive to  d rastic  chanqes in institu tional direction or 
preferred  the status quo or more conventional ones as did the faculty in 
this study.
A study which incorporated all four groups would possibly yield a 
broader p ic tu re  of what the various constituencies desire for the 
community college. A random sample of community college students, 
faculty, adm inistrators, and alumni in one s ta te  could be surveyed as to
30 Clark, p. 104.
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their preferences for institutional directions. If the results showed a 
split between some or all o f the groups in the sample, this would be 
additional confirm ation of the  conclusion of this study th a t a major reason 
for the lack of identity of the community college is lack of support for 
the futures envisioned by the various leaders of the community college.
Studies other than those which focus upon the "groupfsj of believers" 
could also be conducted to examine C lark's other two key elem ents in 
an educational organization: 1 ) the program or any highly distinctive or 
unique practices of the institution, and 2 ) the "imagery of the saga," the 
"ways of sharing memory and symbolizing the institution" such as through 
special ceremonies or traditions.3^ To examine the program or distinctive 
practices of the community college, perhaps a replication of B.L. Johnson's 
study as expressed in Islands of Innovation Expanding: Changes in the
Community College could be conducted. In this work Johnson discusses 
the  innovations such as audio-tutorial instruction and developmental 
teaching which he saw in his tour of seventy-seven community colleges 
in twenty-tw o sta tes  during the la te  1 9 6 0 s.32 Since many of these
"innovations" have become commonplace practices both in the community 
college and in o ther educational institutions, it would be interesting to 
see if a study of today 's community colleges would find other innovations 
or unique practices of the institution.
3 1  Clark, pp. 104-107.
32 B.L. Johnson, Islands of Innovation Expanding: Changes in the
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As well as studying the program and practices of the community 
college, one could also study the imagery of the community college, both 
as expressed in professional and popular lite ra tu re  and as expressed in 
individual community colleges. Some studies have been conducted on 
images in professional periodicals-^ and in reference w o r k s , b u t  few, 
if any, studies exist on the  image of the community college in popular 
l i te r a tu re .^  It is likely th a t so few studies exist partly because there 
is little  mention of the community college in popular litera tu re . A study 
of the popular lite ra tu re  (defined as popular magazines and books appearing 
on national best seller lists) for the last tw enty years might reveal a 
lack of references to the community colleges and thus help substantiate 
the claim s of those who maintain one of the  community college's g rea test 
problems is its unclear or weak identity with the general public, a problem 
partially caused by its lack of an organizational saga.
(cont.)
Community College (Beverly Hills, Calif: Glencoe Press, 1969).
Howland Roger Salisbury,"The Development of the Community- 
Junior Colleges' Image in the United S tates from 1937 to 1967" (EdD 
dissertation, Washington State University, 1969).
Harvey J . Newfeldt, "The Community Junior College Movement: 
Conflicting Images and H istorical Interpretations," Educational Studies, 
13, No. 2 (Summer 1972), 172-82.
35 Salisbury studied the  image of the community-junior college in 
popular periodicals from 1937 to 1967 but did not examine novels or 
autobiographies for their images o f the  community college.
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Thomas Nelson Community College 
P. O. Box 9407 •  Hampton, Virginia 23670 
Phone (804) 825-2700
March 30, 1983
Dr. Elmo Roesler
Director, Planning and Evaluation 
Virginia Community College System 
P.O. Box 1558 
Richmond, Virginia 23212
Dear Dr. Roesler:
As requested in our telephone conversation on March 28, 1983, I 
am enclosing some relevant materials from my research proposal for a 
study of VCCS teaching faculty preferences for possible directions for 
the VCCS.
The questionnaire should take faculty about five to ten minutes 
to complete. Survey results will be sent to interested parties in the 
VCCS, SCHEV, and individual VCCS institutions as well as to all par­
ticipants who request a copy.
If there is any further information you need, I can be reached 
at (SCATS)564-2895.
Enclosures: Chapter Three of Proposal with Two Attachments 
Sample Questionnaire 
Sample Cover Letter for Questionnaire 
.ov
cc: Dr. Perry Adams
Vice Chancellor/Academic Affairs and Planning
Sincerely
Barbara K. Townsend 
Associate Professor * 
Developmental English
Equal Opportunity Employer
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V I R G I N I A  C O M M U N I T Y  C O L L E G E  S Y S T E M
JAM ES MONROE BUILDINQ, 101 NORTH 14TH S T R U T , TELEPHONE ARSA CODE 0 0 4 /0 8 0 .8 1 1 7  
MAILING ADOREBBi P.O. SOX 1BBB, RICHMOND, VIROINIA 0 3 010
April 27, 1983
Ms. Barbara K. Townsend 
Thomas Nelson Community College 
P. 0. Box 9407 
Hampton, Virginia 23670
Dear Barbara:
Thank you for your letter of March 30 and subsequent follow- 
up of April 21 regarding your doctoral research proposal, 
"Possible Institutional Directions for the VCCS: A Study of 
VCCS Faculty Preferences." We have reviewed the research 
methodology and questionnaire instrument, and you received 
our comments and suggestions via phone conversation with 
Dr. Morse on April 26.
Subsequent to this System level approval, your next step is 
to contact each of the 23 VCCS presidents asking for permission 
to survey their faculty as determined by your sampling 
technique. Each president has the final authority to decide 
about cooperating with your research activities.
At the conclusion of the study, each of the cooperating 
community college presidents should receive a copy of the 
study results in the form of a bound dissertation or project 
report. One copy of the published results should also be 
sent to my attention at the System Offices.
Best wishes for the successful completion of the study and 
your doctoral program. Please let me know if we can be of 
further assistance.
S i n r p r p l v .
Planning and Evaluation 
EDR:EM/cm
cc: Dr. Perry Adams
Dr. Thomas S. Kubala 
Dr. Ed Morse
C H A R T E R E D  1 6 9 3
COLLKCiL OF WILLIAM AND MARY
S C H O O L  O F  E D U C A T I O N  ApHl 29, 1983
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA 23185
D ear P re s id e n t____________________________ i
At p resen t there  is a lot of discussion about the educational mission of the  
community college — what it is and w hat it should be. For exam ple, some 
believe the community college should continue in its course as a comprehensive 
educational institu tion , offering academ ic (transfer), occupational-technical, and 
community service program s. O thers believe the community college should 
change direction and move tow ard becoming a postsecondary occupational 
training cen te r, dropping most academ ic and community service programs. 
What fu ture  direction Virginia's community colleges will take is unknown a t 
this point. Also unknown is what d irection  the faculty in Virginia's community 
colleges would p refer for these institutions.
As a doctoral candidate in the higher education program at the College o f 
William and Mary, I would like to  exam ine faculty  preferences for various 
possible institu tional directions for the Virginia Community College System by 
surveying a random sample o f all fu ll-tim e teaching faculty in the VCCS 
concerning th is topic. Since faculty  preferences are a fac to r which those who 
determ ine the  future direction of Virginia's community colleges may wish to  
consider in making this decision, the resu lts of this research will be sent to
officials within the S ta te  Council of Higher Education, the VCCS, and other
in terested  parties.
Several of the  faculty  in my sample are  from your institu tion, so I am requesting 
your permission to send these faculty  my survey questionnaire, a copy of which 
is enclosed. The Virginia Community College System has granted me permission 
to conduct th i3  research as the enclosed le t te r  indicates. So tha t I can m eet 
my deadline o f  May 15 for mailing out the  questionnaires, I would appreciate it 
if you would give me your response by May 10. Simply fill out the bottom  
portion of the next page and re tu rn  it to me in the enclosed envelope.
If you have any questions, please call me a t Thomas Nelson Community College 
(SCATS) 564-2895/2897, where I am a facu lty  m ember. I will be glad to
answer any questions or give you any fu rth er inform ation you need.
Sincerely,
B arbara K. Townsend 
Higher Education Program  
College of William and Mary
Enclosures: Sample Questionnaire 
L e tte r from VCCS 
R eturn Envelope
C H A R T E R E D  1 6 9 3
COLLKCiK OF WILLIAM AND MARY
S C H O O L  O F  E D U C A T I O N
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA 23185
I give my permission for the  questionnaire to be mailed 
to  randomly selected  facu lty  at my institution.
I do not give my permission.
Pres ident_____________________
(Signature)
Institution
I would like a copy o f the  results o f the research.
APPENDIX B 
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
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C H A R T E R E D  1 6 9 3
COLLKCIK OF WILLIAM AND MARY
S C H O O L  O F  E D U C A T I O N  May 14, 1983
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA 23185
D ear Colleague:
At p resen t th e re  is a lot of discussion about the  educational mission of the 
com m unity college — what it is and w hat it should be. For exam ple, some 
believe the  com m unity college should continue in its  course as a comprehensive 
educational institu tion , offering academ ic (transfer), occupational-technical, and 
com m unity service program s. O thers believe the  com m unity college should 
change direction  and move tow ard becoming a postsecondary occupational 
training cen te r. What fu ture direction Virginia's com m unity colleges will take 
is unknown a t this point. Also unknown is w hat direction the faculty in 
Virginia's com m unity colleges would p re fe r for the  Virginia Community College 
System.
You a re  one o f a  sm all num ber of VCCS facu lty  who are being asked to  give 
th e ir opinion on this m atte r. Your name was drawn in a random sample of 
all fu ll-tim e teaching faculty in the  VCCS. In order th a t the  resu lts  will truly 
rep resen t the thinking of the VCCS teaching facu lty , it is im portan t th a t you 
com plete and re tu rn  the enclosed questionnaire. If a m istake has been made 
and you are not a fu ll-tim e teaching facu lty  m em ber (i.e. you are  a counselor, 
lib rarian , or adm in istra to r under a tw elve-m onth con tract), please so indicate 
on the  questionnaire and re tu rn  it w ithout com pleting it.
You may be assured of com plete confidentiality  when you give your responses. 
The questionnaire has an identification number for mailing purposes only. The 
num ber is used so th a t your name can be checked o ff the mailing list when 
your questionnaire is returned. Your name will never be placed on the 
questionnaire.
The resu lts  of th is survey will be made available to  officials w ithin the VCCS 
and the S tate  Council of Higher Education and to  any o ther in te rested  parties. 
If you wish to  receive  a summary of resu lts, please so indicate on the  last 
page of the questionnaire.
I would be happy to  answer any questions you m ight have. P lease call me at 
Thomas Nelson Community College (SCATS 564-2895/2897), w here I am a 
facu lty  member.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,
Barbara Townsend 
Higher Education Program
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Last week you were mailed a questionnaire asking your opinion 
about possible directions for the Virginia Community College System. 
Your name was picked randomly from the list of all full-time VCCS 
teaching faculty.
If you have already completed and returned the survey to me, 
please accept my sincere thanks. If not, please do so today. Be­
cause the survey has been sent to only a small, but representative, 
sample of full-time teaching faculty in the VCCS, it is extremely 
important that your responses be included in the study if the re­
sults are to represent accurately the opinions of VCCS faculty.
If by some chance, you did not receive the questionnaire or it 
has been misplaced, please call me right now at (SCATS)564-2895/ 
2897, and I will send you another survey today.
Sincerely,
Barbara Townsend
Higher Education Program
College of William and Mary
C H A R T E R E D  1 6 9 3
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY
S C H O O L  O P  E D U C A T I O N
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA 23185 June 6 , 1983
Dear C o lle ag u e :
About th r e e  weeks ago I  w ro te  to  you seek in g  your o p in io n  on p o s s ib le  
i n s t i t u t i o n a l  d i r e c t io n s  f o r  th e  V irg in ia  Community C o llege  System 
(VCCS). As o f  th e  m a ilin g  o f  t h i s  l e t t e r ,  I  have n o t  y e t  re c e iv e d  
your com pleted  q u e s t io n n a ir e .
T h is  s tu d y  was u n d e rtak en  because  o f  th e  b e l i e f  t h a t  f a c u l ty  o p in io n s  
sh o u ld  be c o n s id e re d  in  th e  fo rm atio n  o f  p la n s  f o r  th e  fu tu r e  d i r e c t io n s  
o f  th e  VCCS. I  am w r i t in g  to  you a g a in  to  a sk  you to  com plete th e  ques­
t io n n a i r e  because  o f  th e  s ig n if ic a n c e  each  q u e s t io n n a ire  has to  th e  u se ­
fu ln e s s  o f  th e  s tu d y . Your name was drwan in  a  random sam ple o f  a l l  f u l l ­
tim e  te a c h in g  f a c u l ty  in  th e  VCCS. About one o u t o f  ev ery  s ix  o f  th e se  
f a c u l ty  has been asked  to  com plete t h i s  q u e s t io n n a ir e .  In  o rd e r  fo r  
th e  r e s u l t s  o f  t h i s  s tu d y  to  be t r u l y  r e p r e s e n ta t iv e  o f th e  o p in io n s  o f  
VCCS f u l l - t im e  te a c h in g  f a c u l ty ,  i t  i s  e s s e n t i a l  t h a t  every  person  in  
th e  sam ple r e tu r n  h is  o r  h e r  q u e s t io n n a ir e .
I f  a  m is tak e  has been made and you a re  n o t a  f u l l - t im e  te a c h in g  f a c ­
u l t y  member ( i . e . ,  you a re  a  c o u n se lo r , l i b r a r i a n ,  o r  a d m in is tr a to r  
un d er a  tw elve-m onth  c o n t r a c t ) , p le a s e  so in d ic a te  on th e  q u e s tio n n a ire  
and r e tu r n  i t  w ith o u t com ple ting  i t .
In  th e  e v e n t t h a t  your q u e s t io n n a ire  has been m isp laced , a  rep lacem en t 
i s  e n c lo se d .
Your c o o p e ra tio n  i s  g r e a t ly  a p p re c ia te d .
S in c e re ly ,
B arbara  Townsend 
H igher E ducation  Program
A sso c ia te  P ro fe s s o r
Thomas Nelson Community C o l l e g e
APPENDIX D 
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"Is there  anything else you would like to say about the present and/or fu ture 
direction(s) for the community college in Virginia?"
A. Comments concerning the four possible institutional directions discussed
in this study:
1. Academically Oriented Two-Year College
"The balance of program areas must be determined by user needs. 
Hence emphasis may well change a t any one school. Essential however 
to maintain (or attain) excellence in the academ ic/transfer area. 
Tuition a t 4-year institutions is prohibitive and we offer a good 
alternative. Regardless of emphasis, highly qualified faculty is 
absolutely essential to continuing success or any program. 
Administrative support of this goal is needed."
"Because of the present economic crunch, many students who
would ordinarily go to four-year colleges are now coming to  community 
colleges; therefore , in consideration to  them , I think more transfer 
courses should be offered . I also think the two plus two programs 
are beneficial."
"Each community college should be d ifferent to re flec t the needs 
of the community. As college costs rise along with enrollm ents, the 
community college should increase its  transfer program both in 
academics and technical areas to help both the students and the 4- 
year institutions."
"I believe th a t the VCCS is slowly moving closer to  secondary 
education, i.e., as 13th and 14th grades, than towards post-secondary 
education. This is a waste of resouces because the system  could 
provide a real service in assisting academic transfers instead of 
duplicating much of the  course work available in vocational schools 
or trying to conduct 'developmental* courses to remedy deficiencies 
in secondary institutions and school d istric ts. This direction is partly 
due to heavy recruitm ent of high school faculty ra ther than college- 
experience faculty and partly due to  the low esteem  in which SCHEV 
holds the VCCS."
"I believe th a t in the future a larger budget will be needed for 
academic programs if the community college is to  serve the needs of 
students wishing to take two years o f work locally before entering 
* more expensive colleges away from home."
"Would suggest some direction or linkage of tw o-year transfer 
programs of community colleges to s ta te  four-year colleges; maybe a 
'feed er' system  which some s ta te s  have."
2. Community-Based Learning C enter
"I see a need to  include those taxpaying citizens th a t would like 
to  take recreational type courses. C urrent fiscal mood d ic ta tes  tha t 
these people (i.e. they would like to take some woodworking, auto 
courses, e tc. for their own personal use with no thought o f using them
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for any vocational purposes) be squeezed out by putting pressure on 
the  local institutions to have high percentages completing 
certificate /deg ree  programs. Also there are many students th a t have 
no in terest in the academ ia required by hum anities types (to insure 
the ir continued employment I suppose) but want to learn trade skills 
to  enable them  to earn a living now! Again, the local institution is 
•beat over the head' to  insure th a t these people complete the 
certifica te , e tc . Most of them dropped out of high school because 
of these hum anities requirem ents."
"In planning for the future, community colleges must, I think, be 
both prac tica l and realistic . In being practical, we must recognize 
demographic trends th a t a ffec t the age and needs of our potential 
students and be prepared to  adjust to change. In being idealistic, we 
should maintain a com m itm ent to  excellence in education, w hether 
the education be technical or in a basic undergraduate transfer 
curriculum . We should also continue to function as colleges; we should 
not succumb to the lures of trendiness, turning ourselves into Learning 
C enters next year, and, perhaps, Experience C enters ten years la ter."
3. Comprehensive Community College
'1 think the philosophy of the comprehensive community college 
was well founded from the beginning, and I cannot see th a t the purpose 
for which the system  was created  has changed. It is becoming 
increasingly expensive for any student to  attend a major university 
for all four years; therefore , I see an increased need for serving the 
tran sfe r student as well as the student who did not intend to seek 
training beyond a tw o-year program. The constant need for retraining 
presents a definite need for educational opportunities within the 
community for students of all ages and with all kinds of academ ic 
needs."
"The VCCS should remain what it was initially m eant to be, tha t 
is comprehensive in its offerings."
"Should remain comprehensive — with less adm inistrative levels."
"The comprehensive community college concept as it is practiced  
in Virginia offers the citizens of this s ta te  the g rea test access to 
higher education a t  the most reasonable of costs. To suggest it needs 
to be continued and strengthened is to belabor the obvious."
•1 feel th a t it is very im portant to continue to offer both academ ic 
and vocational courses to Virginians a t a low cost (as the community 
college system is currently  doing).1'
"I feel the community college mission should continue as it is 
now. I personally do not know how s ta te  funds could be raised to 
absorb the higher cost of students, especially in the two year transfer 
programs, th a t would be forced into the four year colleges or 
universities for four years of training. The community college is 
more cost e ffective  and effic ien t than the colleges and universities 
from  what I can glean in the  figures on expenditures th a t I have seen.
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Why should we offer less during a period in our history when more 
training is essential to the  well being of the U.S. economy? That 
kind of thinking is not even penny wise le t alone pound foolish."
"The original intention (direction) of the VCCS system must be 
maintained. To make accessible and affordable the opportunity for 
every Virginian to  grow academ ically (or a t least g e t started) and/or 
to  develop work skills to  enhance his/her employment opportunity. 
This does imply a comprehensive and cooperative (with senior 
institutions) effo rt."
"This particu lar community college is in a rural setting and, in 
my opinion, is the prim ary reason the comprehensive program is needed 
here. There is probably about equal in terest and participation in all 
3 areas -- academ ic (transfer), occupational/technical and community 
services."
"There is a great need to have a comprehensive academ ic/occupa­
tional/com m unity based program tha t m eets the need of transfer, 4- 
year, adult, and community programs for students of all types. A 
closed vision or becoming too specialized does not m eet the needs of 
the vast majority of students. The community college should remain 
as it is. If a need has arisen for specialized education, then le t new 
institutions be created  to  serve those specialized expressed needs. 
Let us improve the system , not destroy the system  by creating a 
system  th a t serves special in terests."
4. Postsecondary Occupational Training C enter
"Maximize occupational/technical activ ity  so as to provide for 
the economy 'super' para-professionals. Eliminate a rt, music, drama, 
a th le tics in localities which have normal, voluntary, adult community 
activ ities in these cultural areas. I observe far too many resources 
devoted to no more than good am ateur productions."
"The g rea test impact of the VCCS has been in the area of 
occupational/technical training to the service area. The Community 
College has been the  only source of education and training for people 
in this area. "Traditional educators" seem insensitive to the values 
associated with technical programs — seeing only the 'problem s' 
associated with acquisition of equipment and facilities to conduct such 
programs. The service area and the Commonwealth recover the higher 
cost of technical programs through the increased taxbase of its 
graduates."
"I believe the rapid growth of technology will and should force 
the VCCS to  recognize this force and ac t accordingly -  such action 
to include response of the individual schools in the  system ."
"Based upon my experience a t NVCC, I would conclude th a t the 
current struc tu re  provides an incredible bargain to VA — a quality 
program at extrem ely reasonable cost. VA should be very cautious 
about altering the system in major ways. In particular, the current 
newspaper headlines about "high tech" must not delude us into the
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misconception tha t narrow technical-skills training (to make millions 
o f com puter programmers?) will properly become the  new, exclusive 
role for the VCCS. The future, like the past, needs educated people 
accustomed to thinking and learning and growing."
"I think it would be a m istake to have thB VCCS become a 
postsecondary occupational training center. Our need for education 
in Virginia is to continue a strong academ ic orientation in which 
occupational training can take place."
"The comprehensive community colleges, regionally located, are 
a major part of any e ffo rt to provide post-secondary education for 
the citizens of Virginia. To make the  colleges postsecondary 
occupational training centers is to  take a major step  away from our 
goal of providing opportunities for college education for our citizens."
"I think the Community College System has taken a dangerous 
turn toward training technicians, and is turning away from the areas 
(humanities, arts, languages, history) which give meaning, depth, and 
a sense of responsibility to life."
"With rising tuition in four year institutions, I believe it behooves 
the s ta te  to make available the f irs t 2 years of college a t price levels 
students/parents can afford. I would be disappointed if community 
colleges were made into occupational-technical institutions."
"Direction 'D ' is being perform ed by o ther institutions. If (this) 
new 'd irection ' was taken, there would be little  reason for the existence 
of the community college."
". . . we m ust resist the  pressure to become purely occupational 
training centers, funneling the lower and lower middle classes into 
boring, low paying, dead end jobs. The academ ic transfer programs 
provide the opportunity for people to obtain the broad educational 
background needed for rea l success."
"I believe it would be extrem ely short-sighted of the 
Commonwealth to move fa rther toward emphasizing occupational 
training, which necessarily implies de-emphasizing education in the 
humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences. Hopefully the 
Commonwealth will realize tha t the educational system needs to 
produce citizens with ail th a t implies and not just productive 
autom ations for the industrial process. I t will require all our 
intelligence and ability to survive humanely in the decades ahead, and 
th a t certainly means more than just earning a living!"
5. Miscellaneous
"A fter having taught a t three previous four-year institutions (full­
tim e) plus presently teaching a t another four-year institution and 
having come to this institution from operating a business, I fee l th a t 
this institution as it is presently form ulated is the closest to the 'real 
world' of any in the academ ic world. With our Internship programs, 
Curriculum Advisory Com m ittees, and mix of older/second career
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students, we are keeping pace with new technologies and m arketplace 
changes fa r b e tte r  than 90% of the four-year institutions. We can 
assist our students in getting jobs, and m onitor their job perform ance. 
It would be unfortunate to a lte r th is mix of the community/older 
student/younger student, and work m arket as it presently exists."
"I would like to see the VCCS converted to  4-year colleges and 
offer term inal (graduate) degrees."
"I think we should encourage job training and preparation but 
before we do so, I think we should see to it th a t our students receive 
essential academ ic exposure.
"There is going to  be a g rea t need for retraining the  adult 
population — we msut make provisions to fill this need and it won't 
be the  same a t each college location."
"We need to encourage both academ ic programs and vocational 
programs equally. I feel th a t the community college can play an 
im portant part in the future of higher education. We need to be 
more aggressive in seeking out students."
"Since I am in the Social Sciences my opinion can be construed 
to  be biased, but if you sample the  artic les  published in occupational- 
technical journals now you will find quite a few references to the 
idea th a t skilled labor and technology professions must include 
education in the humanities and social sciences. The community 
college must and will become responsive to  the office-inform ation 
system s revolution about to take place, but it cannot afford to lose 
the academic curriculum of the hum anities and social sciences which 
is essential to producing fully functioning human beings."
"As a sociologist I see 'sm okestack' America disappearing. For 
the long term  --  as well as the short term  -- the VCCS needs to offer 
a diversity of programs th a t will fulfill the to ta l educational needs 
of Va.'s c itizens. The general educational level of Va.'s c itizens needs 
to be raised in order th a t a pool of highly qualified employees can 
'lu re ' technologically advanced industry. Va.'s leaders cannot expect 
to fulfill the to ta l educational needs of Va.'s citizens nor to prepare 
a highly qualified labor force on good intentions alone. With an 
educated citizenry, Va, can assume national leadership. If we don't 
m eet the to ta l educational needs, then Va. will be a second-rate 
Commonwealth. The choice is being made now by Va.'s present 
leaders."
"The CC should become more involved with community needs as 
well as make a ttem pts to stay abreast of changes in academ ic/transfer 
and vo tech. areas. This would call for g rea ter communication on 
the p a rt of colleges and citizens.
Some areas of concern:
1. Except in areas of need, colleges should not overlap in 
function.
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2. CC's should provide (a t continued reduced rates) the 
opportunity to obtain academic transfer curr. for 
interested/underprivi ledged.
3. CC 's should operate more on basis of need for tha t
population th a t will not respond to transfer or degree type 
programs. To do this, traditional structu re  must be broken 
down and become more intim ately involved with comm, 
life to determ ine those needs, and best response to them .
4. Traditional approaches of fee-for-service may have to be 
done away with or altered bonsiderably with g rea ter 
stability provided to  structu re  through tax base.
5. Ivan Illych has good proposals which I believe to be workable 
if given proper concern and attention."
"(1) Associate degree academic (transfer) and occupational-
technical programs must be emphasized on the community 
college level and not in the 4-year institutions.
(2) More funding to  community colleges for freshman and
sophomore level transfer courses with 4-year institutions
placing emphasis on upper level and graduate courses.
(3) A b e tte r  funding system for lifelong learning for both
academic and continuing education courses, especially when 
the learner is not enrolled in a specific curriculum. Such 
courses th a t are used to  update skills, learn new skills or 
prepare one to re -en te r the job m arket.
(4) Continuing education courses (non-credit) should not be a 
profit making endeavor of 30% for the S tate  of Virginia 
or VCCS. Seminars or workshops should be self-supporting 
only."
"The 1966 General Assembly mandate for the Va. Comm. College System 
should not be forgotten in the eighties. The VCCS provides im portant services 
to  many Virginia residents th a t would not be offered if it were not for the 
VCCS. Therefore, the VCCS should be on the same or higher level as Virginia's 
four year colleges who offer fewer services to few er Virginians."
B. O ther Comments
1. VCCS in general
"The VCCS must understand th a t opportunity to earn credit and 
granting of credit are not the same thing. Or, to put it another way, 
solid standards must be se t and observed."
"The NVCC system is destroying itself. The quality teachers are 
leaving -- are actually being pushed out by the system  th a t destroys 
motivation, energy, and creativ ity , not to mention pay!!"
"The VCCS needs to be restructured  to allow g rea ter flexibility 
in the operation of VCCS. Restructuring would allow less paperwork, 
reduction in cost of operation, and quicker response tim e in meeting 
local needs. The VCCS needs to re-evaluate its mission and how to 
m eet today ' 3  educational needs. It operates in the 1980s like it is 
still 1970. Changes are needed in thinking, structure , and operation."
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t,I have worked in public community college system s in th ree  
s ta tes  including 7 years in th is one. My experience with the VCCS 
has not been ideal. Using the professional resources o f the faculty  
is just not done. Communication has been discouraged. Additionally, 
salary funding is well below standards."
"Faculty feel th a t VCCS is (generally) deaf to their professional 
input. Token stu ff only."
"As indicated so often in the  press, these decisions are not being 
made b^ the  system but for it  by politicians. Thus, the VCCS seems 
to have no direction. It ebbs and flows as do the winds of politics. 
The system needs leadership. Its adm inistrators seek to appease. It 
is floundering badly. And the  e ffec ts  are  evident in faculty  morale."
"At a tim e when public education is being critized  and re-evaluated 
and when ta len t is sold cheaply, we still, have no enlightened, creative 
leadership and no promise of any. Taxpayers deserve b e tte r. We do 
not have the resources to give those students without wealth and 
sta tu s the education they need to seek rea l equality and play vigorous 
roles in their society. The VCCS pays lip service to the old idea of 
quality education a t the public expense for the  public good."
"I do not believe tha t the VCCS, as consumer of funds, is justifiable 
in a period of tigh t budgets. It seems th a t they are an obstacle to 
progress. Requests for course approvals from Richmond take months, 
not due to coordinating delays, but ra th e r due to  bureaucratic delay. 
Community colleges should adequately fund quality programs that m eet 
'significant* community and s ta te  needs. Areas th a t are underenrolled 
(a fte r a reasonable tim e to te s t  the m arket) should be elim inated.
2. Desire for more local autonomy
"The system  should be de-centralized  with individual institutions 
given g rea te r autonomy. The central s ta f f  (VCCS) in Richmond should 
be cu t down to around tw enty people."
"I would like to see the  VCCS move away from its highly 
centralized organizational struc tu re  and give m ore autonomy to local 
institutions. In many ways, running everything through Richmond for 
approval is counter productive."
"It seems to  me th a t educational mission, needs, goals, etc., need 
to be determ ined a t the local level in the Va. Community College 
System by faculty and s ta ff  who are unencumbered by burdensome 
and overly complex procedures of an unresponsive s ta te  bureaucracy. 
Local control will be more effective, more responsive and more 
pertinent."
"More planning on a local level ra th e r than increased centralization 
in all functional m atters."
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"More local autonomy, with g rea ter faculty involvement, is sorely 
needed, and the adm inistrative struc tu re  should be made simpler, and 
less expensive, a t all levels."
. . the recent and proposed steps to  cen tralize  adm inistration 
and to institu te  narrowly defined concepts of 'efficiency* are leading, 
a t the faculty level, to a factory atm osphere of the worst sort, and 
. a t the student level to 'com petency based1 curricula which produce 
students who m aster all the little  skills but cannot in tegrate th a t 
knowledge in the usual sense of the word. We must, instead,
decentralize m anagem ent, allowing individual colleges, departm ents 
and professors to respond to  the variety  of situations with which they 
are faced, trusting th a t their actions will be intelligent and human. 
We must encourage the academic programs and the liberal a rts  by 
giving them  the resources to grow. In short, we must serve all of 
the community. I suspect I have in terpreted  the question more broadly 
than intended. Forgive me. I had a liberal education."
3. Relation to four-year schools
"Quit treating the VCCS as the whipping boy of Va. higher 
education system."
". . . The System is clearly the stepchild of higher education in 
Virignia — unwanted by the 4-year schools. Its students are looked 
upon the same way. . . . "
"The Community College System needs more recognition from the 
'conservative' institutions of 4-year higher education. We will 'come 
of age' by the end of the 1980s as our graduates m ature and begin 
to politically and economically im pact the legislature. We will no 
longer be Jefferson 's bastard child. We will become full heirs to 
Virginia's education fu ture. I t 's  only a m atte r of tim e."
". . . Of more concern to me is the relationship between the 
VCCS system  and the four-year college system . I feel tha t generally 
coordination or direction is not exem plary."
"Need to develop workable articu lation  agreem ents with 4-year 
colleges in all disciplines. Now students in many areas are penalized 
for attending 2-year colleges. Students should not have to repeat or 
challenge courses for which they have previously earned credit."
"There should be b e tte r  working relationships between the 4 year 
institutions, community colleges and their respective accrediting 
agencies."
"The purpose of the community college needs to be more closely 
defined and supported by the VCCS. The community college seems 
to be in a 'limbo,' as when references are made to 'institu tions of 
higher learning.' Only when convenient does this apply to the 
community college."
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4. Role of developmental studies
"I believe the most c ritica l issue in the VCCS right now is the 
role of Developmental Studies, which this survey overlooks. Each 
year we have g rea ter numbers of students needing Development Studies 
prior to curriculum entrance, but SCHEV is making a lot of noise 
about cutting back th a t p a rt of our mission. That conflict will 
overshadow your selected issues during the next five years, a t least 
in my opinion.”
"The infinite amount of money the federal and s ta te  governments 
are pouring into rem edial education is going to dwindle, making the 
VCCS a partially  closed door institution."
"Remedial, or developmental type courses should be taught a t 
community colleges, not a t  4-year institutions. It should be a role 
of the comm, coll., not 4-year institutions to bring students to a level 
where they can succeed in college level courses."
"I agree with the push to reduce rem edial work provided by VCCS 
in reading and m ath. Along with th is should be a trend to  monitor 
more closely admission standards within the VCCS."
5. Faculty concerns
"The pay faculty are receiving is hot keeping pace with local 
public school system s' pay. I would foresee a gradual exit of teachers 
especially in the  m ath/science, electronics and data processing areas."
"I feel th a t the VCCS headquarters ought to keep summer pay 
for faculty on a statew ide formula ra th e r than allow some colleges 
(community) to pay faculty differently , a t lower than sta ted  rates."
"Faculty a t VCCS should be paid a t the  same scale as faculty a t 
4-year Virginia colleges and universities, i.e ., George Mason, VCU, 
e tc ., e tc ."
"If faculty members don’t ge t paid m ore, we will not have any 
quality people to keep the VCCS growing!"
"Recognize the value of the VCCS teaching faculty . Give us 
equal sta tu re  and workloads as compared to our peers in four-year 
institutions."
"There must be less reliance on part-tim e faculty . Faculty 
members should be on a 12-months con tract — (or a t  least given the 
option) •— which includes the equivalent o f 6 credits to 9 credits in 
summer as guarantee — if th a t can be justified . Then spread it out 
over 12 months so faculty members can have b e tte r  re tirem en t 
benefits."
"A constant struggle between adm inistration and faculty. I would 
like to see harmony a t some point in tim e. I think the pay should 
be based on credits. Meaning establish what 1 credit is worth. English
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101, Math 118 or whatever demands hours of prep, and then the actual 
lecture. N ot so in my field (automotive technology). We worry about 
safety, products, tools, grease and oil on the floor, fire hazards, type 
of clothing and shoes worn. And yet my courses are (I feel) weighed 
in a t less value, credit-w ise. I have been through the CC system as 
a student (AAS) (Lab Tech.) and now have 7 years full-tim e faculty 
and all things considered I te ll you truthfully  I would ra th e r teach 3 
classes of Math 118 or 119 than teach  auto tune-up (3 credits). We 
must clean our blackboards, empty out trash, wash our lavoratories 
and commodes."
"Present directions have a very negative demoralizing e ffec t on 
faculty . For the last 2 years there has been no item  of good news. 
At each faculty m eeting we are informed of: 
budget cuts
more VCCS and institutional constraints, adverse to
teaching and faculty
need for g rea te r 'productivity '
We a re  told our goal for productivity is 104%. (This equates to filling 
each class to  the maximum perm itted  figure and somewhat above). 
'P roductiv ity ' (sheer numbers) is now being equated with quality of 
teaching. This is very depressing since the main m otivations of faculty 
have been true quality education and love of teaching and concern 
for our students as our rewards; as clearly our low pay and long hours 
are not rewards. Faculty now gets the im plicit message: cut standards 
and keep your classes full. That will not only devastate pride in our 
work, detroying dedication, but u ltim ately, perhaps even sadder, will 
knock out the bottom  of the educational pyramid in Virginia, with 
the im pact fe lt all the way up through graduate programs."
6. Miscellaneous
"1. Recognize the superb planning in establishing the 23
community colleges.
2. Everyone is talking about high technology. Most community 
colleges have been involved in it since 1966.
3. JLARC should accent the positive aspects more and help 
gain space, faculty, and budget to provide training for departm ents 
of high-tech th a t are turning away students a t the present tim e. 
Instead they nitpick about a few unproductive areas."
"C ritical problem (as I see it) is how to reduce student a ttrition ."
"Some com m ents I feel like making! l)  We should switch over 
from quarters to sem esters. Then more of our courses could be 
academ ically transferred  to 4-year schools. 2) We need to raise our 
standards, whichever direction we take. Our students are of a very 
low quality, in general."
"Education budgets for all Virginia schools should be increased 
not decreased!"
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". . . the image of the Comm. College should be a lte red  from 
the  place you go if you can 't g e t in the  4-year schools to a respected 
place for aU  ^learners which is close to the ir homes,”
"The community college, especially here in Northern Virginia, 
should be on the sem ester system  --  would save money and be in tune 
with o ther area  universities. The hum anities should not neglected 
— but science and m ath should be strengthened.”
"Legislators have to  rea lize  th a t all VA citizens do not live in 
m etropolitan areas!”
"Funding levels fo r services and salary cannot continue low; the 
VCCS will lose teachers and students both.”
"Stronger academ ic requirem ents for those entering the 
academ ic/transfer program s.”
”1. Cut dawn on numbers adm itted  to  programs and achieve 
quality. 2. Have more selected  admission policies to some programs.
3. Cut down on grade inflation in some curricula."
"Some students who took the con. ed classes (noncredit) eventually 
becam e students a t the  college. It if  were not for a community 
college near my home, I would not be where I am today. I would 
not have gone on to  college!"
"With rising costs of education, we should provide more 
opportunities in our local areas to these students seeking a 4-year 
education. Much cheaper to a ttend  a community college the first 
year or tw o.”
"Need to  have more flexibility to  respond to curriculum  needs in 
rapidly changing areas. The present review  process in secre taria l 
science is an example of the  hopeless delays in bringing needed change. 
Need review process for continuing update of technology and resources 
so th a t v ita lity  is m aintained with s ta te -o f-th e -a rt 
equipm ent/facilities. Transfer program s need to  be tra n s fe ra b le  ~  to 
be of a quality to be accepted  a t o ther s ta te  schools, then to  be 
accepted. Continuing or community educ. needs closer coordination 
with college divisions.”
"We are going to  have a learning resources cen te r, but not sure 
when. Probably in the fall. I believe it will be community oriented,"
"I would like for all students to  take a reading comprehension 
te s t and a specified score be obtained before the student could enroll 
in a curriculum ."
"I'd like to  see more sensitivity to the neBds of industry and 
business as well as schools, m unicipalities, m ilitary bases, e tc . I see 
this as a function of adm inistration, but no one is doing it. We need 
a liasion — perhaps a separate  position; perhaps through released tim e 
or overload pay it could be accomplished — to  search out needs for
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new course offerings, expansion of present areas, and consulting work. 
Business and industry are  presently largely unaware of the potential 
of the community colleges to help m eet their needs."
"I . . . favor the notion of combining several small institutions 
into a large one and reducing adm inistrative needs."
"I. . . believe th a t fa r too often we educators tend to d ic ta te  
ra th e r than respond to student needs. We often tend to forget tha t 
our educational resources belong to our taxpayers ra ther than providing 
a fiefdom for educators."
"The huge gap between the  business of education and the process 
of education is more and more evident. Large classes, la te  registration, 
and poorly paid teachers are all designed to m eet the needs of the 
business end. Unfortunately, the quality of education suffers as class 
size goes up and students show up 10 days late and the b e tte r teachers 
are hired away by b e tte r  paying jobs. While w e're assessing our 
purposes, we ought also to  be assessing our priorities and what we 
have to offer the student once we have his money."
"I would appreciate a c learer understanding of the role and future 
operation of the recently  created  VCCA (Virginia Community College 
Association), especially w hat role it will play in academ ic curriculums, 
e tc ., decisions in VCCS."
"In view of A Nation a t Risk report on education, w e'll probably 
be establishing more stringent, if  departm ental, exit requirem ents. 
(We already have expanded the developm ental program s in Engl., Math, 
Reading, and Engl, as 2nd Iang., and TV courses and com puter 
offerings). Future ideas! More internationally-oriented, 'world-village' 
thinking in course offerings, planning, e tc . (in addition to BASICS!!). 
More opportunities for faculty  to get degrees in o ther fields, to do 
research — or creative projects — with release tim e or some 
incentive/rew ard; sm aller classes!! We need more GENERALISTS to 
solve complex issues!"
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The purpose of th is study was to determ ine Virginia Community 
College System (VCCS) faculty preferences for four possible institutional 
directions for the  VCCS and to explore possible relationships between 
specific faculty characteristics and preferences for individual directions. 
Inform ation derived from the study was to  be used to  clarify w hether or 
not community college faculty support the broad institutional directions 
envisioned by community college leaders in the ir e ffo rts  to  instill a strong 
identity for this institution. Faculty support is viewed as v ita l to the 
developm ent of a strong identity or "organizational saga" as defined by 
Burton Clark.
The population for this study was all full-tim e teaching faculty in 
the VCCS for the academ ic year 1982-83. 323 faculty were system atically 
selected a f te r  f irs t being stra tified  along the variable of institutional 
size as determ ined by full-tim e student enrollm ent. Those selected for 
the  sample received a survey questionnaire prim arily asking them  to rank 
order their preferences for four possible institutional directions for the 
VCCS and requesting information about specific faculty characteristics.
It was hypothesized that 1) the m ajority of VCCS faculty would 
rank first the direction of Comprehensive Community College, 2) th a t 
they would least p refer the direction of Community-Based Learning 
C enter, and 3) th a t specific faculty characteristics would a ffec t specific 
preferences.
Information derived from the  com pleted questionnaires (70 percent 
response rate) was statistically  analyzed using m ultiple discrim inant 
function analysis. The results supported the  first tw o hypotheses but 
failed to show any correlation between specific faculty  characteristics 
and specific directions with one exception: faculty  teaching the majority 
of their courses in occupational-technical courses were likely to most 
p re fe r the institutional direction of Comprehensive Community College.
The results also support the overall conclusion tha t the heterogeneity 
of community college faculty negatively a ffec ts  their unanimity for any 
one institutional direction desired by national and s ta te  leaders of the 
community college. The lack of support by the m ajority of community 
college faculty for any one institutional direction may be an im portant 
fac to r in the community college's continuing identity problem with the 
general public, legislators, and those in higher education.
Further study is needed to clarify which faculty characteristics, if 
any, a ffec t preferences for institutional directions. In addition, student, 
adm inistrator, and alumni preferences should also be investigated. The 
m anifestations in the community college of other key elem ents in C lark's 
organizational saga could also be studied.
